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More universities ask 
applicates to provide 
any criminal sheets 
| Page 5 
Woman shot to 
death on campus 
by ex-boyfriend 
Univ. of Washington 
employee killed in her 
office, murderer turns 
gun self | Page 3 
Girls may be 
becoming a 
little too wild 
Topless women aren't 
helping anyone out 
except sad men who 
can't get a woman 
anyway | Page 5 
Women's track 
season starts 
Track and field team 
open season in fifth 
place, with many high 
points throughout 
meet | Page 11 
Baseball team 
bats a win 
Players hold steady 
throughout with six 
home runs. 19 runs in 
19 hits | Page 11 
Unusual causes 
for diabetes 
are usual traits 
Study provides 
evidence of everyday 
problems, habits that 
are assocxiated with the 
disease | Page 7 
University Rim 
Organization 
shows off films 
Go online to watch 
the photo slide show 
of the 48 Hour Film 
Project, organized by 
UFO. 
Is the University quiet 







"It's not the policy, it's 
how it's enforced." 
|Page 4 
TODAY 
Snow Showers/ Wind 
High: 42. Low; 27 
TOMORROW 
Snow Showers/ Wind 
High: 38. Low: 22 
Guidelines for relationships 
Policy about relations between students and facu passed 
By Alexandria Cl«rk 
Senior Reporter 
A policy about the guidelines 
between a faculty member and 
student's sexual relationship 
finally passed yesterday after 
being disputed and revised for 
more than 10 years. 
The consensual amorous rela- 
tionship policy — a policy stating 
the standards for student/faculty 
relationships — was passed 41 
to 13 at yesterday's faculty senate 
meeting and is a policy to avoid 
certain situations between faculty 
and students' relationships. 
For example, within the 
University community, supervi- 
sors and faculty .ire not to have 
supervisory, instructional, advi- 
sory, coaching or other relation- 
ships with students in which they 
liave had a consensual amorous 
relationship. 
The policy explains if an amo- 
rous relationship takes place, the 
faculty or staff member of super- 
visor rank must disclose the rela- 
tionship to his/her supervisor so 
that an alternative can be made. 
But if the faculty or staff mem- 
ber doesn't disclose that he/she is 
in a relationship with a student, 
disciplinary actions will be taken 
such as a verbal warning, a letter 
warning or temporary reassign- 
ment or suspension. 
Some faculty senate members, 
such as Benjamin Muego, chair 
for natural and social sciences, 
were for the policy, but disagreed 
with amorous relationships not 
being defined. 
"When I first raised the con- 
cern about having a definition 
for amorous relationships, it 
was just a suggestion," Muego 
said. "But now that I hear my 
other colleagues' concerns, it 
is serious and imperative to 
have a definition." 
Agreeing with Muego was 
Margaret Booth, associate pro- 
fessor for leadership and policy 
studies, who said it's confusing 
on ult.it kind of relationships the 
policy is talking about. 
"I like to see what my students 
think about policies and this one. 
in particular, they are confused to 
what exact relationships an1 con- 
sidered amorous," Booth said. "So 
1 think the policy should just lie 
clear and just say what it means'' 
But on the other hand. William 
See POLICY | Page 6 
University president's job never du 
Sidney Ribeaus job 
calls for constant 
attention 
By Theresa Scott 
Reporter 
The mood was hectic inside 
President Sidney Ribeaus office 
last Thursday afternoon. 
The phone constantly rang 
and piles of paperwork littered 
Ribeaus desk making it clear 
the life of a university president 
is never dull. 
President Ribeati came to 
the University in 1995 from 
California Polytechnic State 
where he was the Vice President 
of Academic Affairs. 
Mis 12-year commitment to 
die University Is longer than 
the average time college presi- 
dents stay at one university. The 
average college president holds 
the position for an average of 
eight and a half years.'accord- 
ing to The Chronicle of I lighter 
Education. 
Ribeau has stayed with the 
See PRESIDENT I Page 6 
JORDAN FLOWER i THE Bt> NEWS 
WORKING HARD: President Ribeau is hard at work at his desk He has a 12-year commitment to the University. 
MEET THE RIBEAUS 
■ Sidney Ribeau came to 
BGSU in 1995 and has 
since been the University's 
president 
■ He was Vice President 
of Academic Affairs at 
California Polytechnic State 
■ His contract runs out in 
2010. but he does not plan 
on leaving BGSU then 
■ His wife. Paula Whetsel- 
Ribeau. is the Vice 





By Ella Fowler 
Re|   '!(•■ 
Sonia Reich is a I lolocaust survi- 
vor. As a child, she escaped from 
the German occupation of her 
homeland Poland and was able 
to survive what some of her rela- 
tives could not. 
Now her past has come to 
haunt her again. Reich, in her 
late 70s, has developed post- 
traumatic stress disorder. She is 
confined to a nursing home. 
Jerry Blununihal and his crew 
of filmmakers captured this 
woman in their documentary film 
"Prisonerof hei Past/The docu- 
mentary was shown yesterday to 
Daniel William's Scrccnwriting 
and Storytelling class, along with 
a presentation by Blumenthal. 
Bltimenthal, one ol the found- 
ing partners olkartemquin films 
and a longtime director, pro- 
ducer, editor and sound recorder, 
was brought to the University 
to speak to students about film 
making, lie has been involved 
with various documentary films 
since 1967 Including, but not lim- 
ited to, 1994s "Hoop Dreams", 
lBftt's "The Last Pullman Car", 
1976's "The Chicago Maternity 
Center Story" and "The New 
Americans" in 2004. 
Blumenthal has been nomi 
nated for various awards in the 
industry, including a nation 
al F.mmy and the Directors 
Guild of America Award for 
Best Documentary i»r the film 
"Vietnam. Long Time Coming" 
in 1999. 
Blumenthal said films are a 
way for him to express himself. 
"Films areaway to change soci- 
etj and the world," Blumenthal 
told students, "films are arguing 
points." 
last night, there was a showing 
ofhis latest documentary "(iolub: 
late Works are the Catastrophes." 
Today Blumenthal will continue 
to speak to various classes about 
filmmaking. 
While talking to students, 
Blumenthal isn't showing a fin- 
ished documentary of his great- 
est works, but instead "Prisoner 
of her Past," a documentary he is 
still producing. 
"Showing students something 
being made and t lie processes we 
face is important," Blumenthal 
said. "We show them how we 
hope to solve the problems we 
face while the movie is still in 
production." 
for some students, the docu- 
mentary is what taught them the 
most, 
"How the movie relates to 
Hurricane Katrine is something 
a girl from the Midwest would 
know nothing about," said Anjuli 
See FLASHBACK! Pa9e 6 
Asian-Americans face discrimination 
By Christy Johnson 
Reporter 
Minorities in the United States, 
and even at BGSU, have faced 
ridicule, resentment and cru- 
elty which can not be justified. 
The Asian American popula- 
tion in America is no exception, 
which was brought to light at 
the event, "Beyond Crouched 
Tigers and Hidden Dragons, 
Asian Americans in Academic 
Culture" held in room 201A in 
the Union. 
At the event, presenters Errol 
lam, library faculty and past 
professor of Asian American 
studies, and Perry Dal-nim 
Miller, graduate assistant 
in American culture stud- 
ies, explained the ways that 
American ideologies have cat- 
egorized Asian Americans as 
quiet, hypomasculine or hyper- 
femine and passive others. 
When people try to under- 
stand stereotypes and why 
they hold onto those stereo- 
types, they must first look back 
"When we watched 
the part on Rosie 
O'DonnelL.that 
made me think of 
my own stereotypes 
and why I have 
them." 
Mickey Sparrow | Junior 
at the oppressive nature that 
people in power placed upon 
those which they conquered. 
The way that Asian 
Americans are perceived in 
American culture has been 
constructed by the media, 
government propaganda and 
unjustified fear. 
Female Asians may be seen 
as hyperfemine, which means 
a person would be passive, 
and advertantly sexual. While 
male Asians may be seen as 
hypomasculine. which means 
a person would be feminine in 
nature and not as masculine 
as other males in society, Dal- 
nim Miller said. 
On a recent episode of the 
view, Rosie O'Donnell made 
a racial slur regarding Asian 
people. 
She was disrespectful in her 
tone as well as her word choice, 
said Dal-nim Miller. O'Donnell 
later gave an apology on the 
air, in which she claimed that 
while she was sorry, people 
should not be surprised if 
something like this came out 
of her mouth in the future. 
If O'Donnell knew those 
slurs were offensive, and yet 
continued to say that she 
might in the future say some- 
thing offensive, her apology is 
an emptv one, said Dal-nim 
Miller. 
"When we watched the part 
on Rosie O'Donnell, the way 
she used  ching-chong,' that 
See ETHNICITY | Page 6 
Head of sales at Google, 
Ann Arbor talks at BG 
By Freddy Hunt 
Reporter 
Google is getting bigger and the 
world is getting smaller. 
Last night at the Tech Trends 
lecture series in the Union, 
Grady Burnett, head of online 
sales and operation at Google, 
Ann Arbor, discussed three 
things; F.ntreprenuership, 
where Google is taking the 
future of technology and 
Google's 6-month-old Ann 
Arbor operation. 
Besides providing Web users 
with easily accessible informa- 
tion. Burnett said Google gives 
small businesses a chance of 
survival in the big business 
world. 
"From buying nativity scenes 
from New Zealand to setting 
up a piano competition, what 
|Google| does is it drives the 
global economy what I believe 




Head ol online 
sales at Google. 
Ann Arbor 
Burnett said each Google 
search displays the most appro- 
priate advertisements based on 
speed, scale and relevance. 
Google, along with other pio- 
neers of technology, have rede- 
fined the computer by making 
mass amounts of information 
a mouse click away. Burnett 
referred to the web as an infor- 
mation cloud. 
"By making all of that infor- 
mation available on the Web, 
the network becomes the com- 
puter, not the actual machine 
that I'm carrying around." 
There have been 555 million 
See GOOGLE I Page 2 
k VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 




Man reported being harassed by 
an 80-year-old man at Wal-Mart 
on West Gypsy Lane Road. 
2:27 P.M. 
North Mam Street home report- 
ed to have been egged 
232 P.M. 
Jefferson Drive resident called 
for a trap for woodchuclcs. 
4 28 P.M. 
• if lent reported a problem 
with an ex-boyfriend s girlfriend. 
iTuation was referred to the 
. policedepartment 
4:37 P.M. 
Clark Street resident reported a 
possible scam 
5:10 P.M. 
m reported being harassed 
at Ziggy Zoombas on East 
Wooster Street. 
540 P.M. 
Woman reported her tires were 
■ ■ d m a South Mercer Road 
parking lot. causing $400 to 
$500 m damage 
648 P.M. 
Woman reported her lime green 
purse, containing a lime green 
wallet with her driver's license. 
credit card, checkbook and $40 
cash was stolen from a Klotz 
Road apartment. 
757 P.M. 
Tyler S Warniment. 19, of 
Bowling Green, arrested for 
| under suspension, no 
front license plate, failure to stop 
at a stop sign and failure to use 
il belt He was taken to the 
Wood County Justice Center 
on $8,000 bond. 
8:23 PM. 
Subjects were reported play- 
ing m the fountain near the 
Administration Building 
1002 PM. 
The city fire department and 
University police responded to 
a fire inside a closet m Rodgers. 
The cause was a hot lamp and 
clothing in the closet 
TUESDAY 
1:05 A.M. 
Matthew J. Capell. 25. of 
Fostona. Ohio, arrested for 
using another's ID to get into 
Uptown/ Downtown Sports Bar 
and Deli on North Main Street 
and possession of a "large but- 





Craig Daniels Jc. 54. the suspect 
in the double homicide last Thursday, 
is being held at the Wood County 
Justice Center without bail 
Daniels is being charged Midi 
two counts ol aggravated murder in 
connection with the deaths of Alicia 
Castillon. 50. the mother ol two ol his 
children, and her new boyfriend 22- 
year-old John C Mitchell 
U S Marshals found him in a hole 
under a pine tree on his mother's 
property in Stark County. Ohio. 
Monday, and he was transported back 
to Bowling Green yesterday morning. 
His mother. Colenne Daniels. 58. 
also was arrested and taken to Stark 
County jail Monday night on charges 
of obstructing justice and obstructing 
official business She was released 
after she posted bond 
Yesterday Daniels appeared at the 
Bowling Green Municipal Court for his 
video arraignment, and his preliminary 
hearing is scheduled for April II at 
I put. 
At this hearing, the state must 
present sufficient evidence that 
Daniels was responsible for the 
murders 
Daniels has the option to piesent 
evidence If the evidence is deter- 
mined to be justified, plans will be 
made for his trial 
k 
ONLINE: Watch (be live video 
arraignment ol Daniels online at 
www.bgnem com 
JASONRENTNER 
'Everyday" a reality outside the Student Union 
HUG ME: Adorn Selvey, a |oumalism major, gives sophomore Stephanie Warnock a free hug. A group of Selveys friends decided to give free hugs just to be friendly and spread good will 
CAMPUS 
BRIEFS 
Lava lamp causes fire 
in Rodgers 
According to the report released by 
the Bowling Green Fire Department. 
a lava lamp was the definite cause of 
the fire in Rodgers Hall on Monday 
night 
The report said although the lamp 
was no longer plugged in. it was 
still warm as if it had recently been 
turned off. 
Authorities that spoke to one of 
the residents of the room in which the 
fire occurred said the lamp had been 
hid in the closet The resident put the 
lamp in the closet and covered it with 
clothes because he didn't think lava 
lamps were allowed m dorms 
University student 
killed in a car accident 
University student Nicole Batt. 51. died 
Sunday in a car crash in Malinta. Ohio. 
Her vehicle collided with a tractor- 
trailer when heading east on State Rt 281. 
according to The Blade 
Batt failed to stop at a stop sign and 
flashing light on State Rt 109 in Henry 
County No one else was injured. 
She was a senior in the College of 
Education and Human Development, 
majoring in dietetics. 
The visitation Iwurs will be held at 
from 2 to 9 p.m. tomorrow at Lawson- 
Roessner Funeral Home in Defiance, at 
1755 S. Clinton St 
The funeral will be held at 10 a.m. on 
Friday. April 6 at St. Mary's Junction, a 
church outside of Defiance. 
Jhis^F 
Summer... 
take a course or two 
at Cleveland State University 
...and transfer those credits 
back to the college you're attending. 
• More than 900 courses 
• Accelerate your degree program... 
or get back on schedule 
• Complete general education courses 
• Complete a two-semester science course sequence in 
just 12 weeks! Biology, Chemistry or Physics 
• Affordable tuition 
• Day and evening classes 
• Easy admission and registration 
• Classes begin May 19 and July 2 
Check out our course schedule and download a visiting student application at 
www.csuohio.edu 
Or call toll-free 
1-888-CSU-OHIO 
Make the smart choice this summer...choose... 
Cleveland State University 
University clubs 
welcomed tomorrow 
Any University-registered club or orga- 
nization can bring their members to the 
Union pub tomorrow to hear music duo 
Jakob Freely and to win free food and 
concert tickets 
The club with ths most members pres- 
ent by 850 pm. could win up to $120 in 
free food If the winning group has over 
20 members present, they will win the 
full $120 for food and if they have 20 
members or less, they will receive $6 per 
person for food. 
A Iree ticket raffle for two front row 
seats for the OAR. concert will also be a 
part of the pub event. The winner must be 
present to receive the tickets. 
The show begins at 8 pm Club mem- 
bers should be registered before they are 
counted for at 850 
CORRECTION 
Sports photographs 
mis-labeled on March 29 
Three baseball photographs were 
incorrectly captioned as occurring 
during the Michigan State game, 
when they were actually taken in a 
game against Eastern Michigan. 
GOOGLE 
From Page I 
new Google users since 2000, 
Burnett said, and 110 million of 
them came from China. 
"It is growing at such a rapid 
rale which is making this world 
much much smaller." he said. 
Establishing a new operation 
in Ann Arbor is one of the ways 
Google is expanding, according 
to Jennifer Cornell, vice presi- 
dent of I'iler Communications, 
Google's Ann Arbor public rela- 
tions company. 
"One of the things we are try- 
ing to do here is recruit," Cornell 
explained. "Our target is to get 
1,000 employees OWN the next 
five years." 
According lo Burnett, the 
Midwest is a perfect match for 
Google. 
"We've had such a ridicu- 
lous warm welcome here in the 
Midwest and have been able to 
find a tremendously intellectual 
population that's able to chal- 
lenge and stimulate new ideas," 
Burnett said. 
Google has a very unique 
workplace and work attitude, 
Burnett said, and is always look- 
ing for intellectually stimulating 
employees. 
Twenty percent work time is 
one way in which Google pro- 
"We've had such 
a ridiculous warm 
welcome here in 
the Midwest and 
have been able to 
find a tremendously 
intellectual 
population that's 
able to challenge and 
stimulate new ideas." 
Grady Burnett | Google 
motes an ambitious workplace. 
Burnett explained each employ- 
ee is entitled to spend 20 percent 
of their work time researching 
whatever they desire. 
Brian Kupla. director of 
budgets for student affairs, 
said the new operation in Ann 
Arbor could provide Bowling 
Green students with a great 
opportunity. 
"Google is a very cutting edge 
and Innovative company and it 
is interesting to see where they 









CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS 
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES 
2 bedroom, 1 "• bath town-houses with AC, 
furniture, full basement, dishwasher 
SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FALL '07 LEASE 
AND RECEIVE A DEPOSIT SPECIAL 
$50.00 PER PERSON 
AND WASHER/DRYER 
[offer valid 3/28/07 - 4/16/07] 
r W >wV~ Hours: 
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm 
Sat: 9am-1pm 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
GREENBRIAR, INC. www.greenbriarrentals.com 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
CAMPUS Wednesday. April 4.2007 3 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Sen* ewK taken from ewilsbgsuedu 
Untimed event 
WCC Information Days 
204 South Hall 
11 am - 5p.m 
American Red Cross 
Blood Drive 
101A/B Olscamp 
4:30 - 8 p.m 
Super Mario Brothers 
— Judged Theme Event 
KreischerSunDi.il 
6 - 8 p.m. 
6 O'Clock Talk Movie: An 
Inconvenient Truth 
Union Thtatrt 
630 - 8 p.m. 
Great Debate Series: 
"Should the government guarantee 
minimal health care benefits (or all'" 
hosted by the BGSU Philosophy 
department 
Wood County Library, meeting 
room 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 




Faculty Artist Series: 
Maxm Mogilevsky. piano 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 




Harshman Community Room 
9pm 
Go Greek Team Training 
440 Saddlemire 
Kohl Hall Council 
007 Kohl 
9   rOpil 
Organization for 
Women's Issues 
107 Hanna Hall 
9 - i' sf) pm 
AHA Film Series: Grass 
204 Fine Arts Center 
BG's Got Talent 
Black Swamp Pub 
,     | ., 






brain was bigger 
than yours is. 
■  
Colleges require rap sheets 
ByKsthyBocoti 
MCT 
PHILADEIPHIA — Along with 
SAT scores and extra-curricular 
activities, college-bound students 
increasingly are being asked to 
divulge information that may not 
be so flattering: their arrest and 
discipline records. 
Since late summer, the 
Common Application, a form 
used by about 300 institutions, 
has asked students and guidance 
counselors whether the appli- 
cant has ever been convicted of a 
crime or disciplined at school. 
Kids with rocky pasts may not 
make it beyond 12th grade. 
In an effort to weed out trouble- 
makers before they hit campus, 
colleges with their own forms 
also arc requiring prospective 
students to disclose behavioral 
black marks. More are contem- 
plating it. 
The University of Pennsylvania 
put its admissions policy under 
review after the discovery in 
lanuaty that a 25-ycar-old child 
molester taking graduate courses 
was commuting from his Bucks 
County, Pa., prison cell. Saint 
loseph's University will ask about 
applicants' misdeeds beginning 
next year. 
"It's an issue that's exploding," 
said Timothy Mann, dean of stu- 
dent affairs at liabson College. 
who is writing his doctoral dis- 
sertation on the subject. 
The debate over whether to 
screen and for what is conten- 
tious. Opponents cite privacy 
issues and the risk of penaliz- 
ing offenders twice. Education 
encourages rehabilitation, 
argues the United States Student 
Association, the nation's largest 
student group. 
"Arcwenovv puttinginstituuons 
of higher education in the posi- 
tion of dispensing post-judicial 
punishment?'1 Bamiak Nassirian 
of the American Association 
of Collegiate Registrars and 
Admissions (Mficers asked. 
Offenders can still slip in. "No 
background check is foolproof." 
cautioned Stephanie Hughes. 
a professor at the University of 
.Northern Kentucky and secu- 
rity expert who owns RiskAwarc, 
which runs background checks 
1 mm 
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Univ. of Washington 
employee fatally shot 
GERAcD WIIUAMS    Ml 
TALK ABOUT CRIME: Marl Lapreziosa. Assistant Vke President ol Enrollment 
Management at Arcadia University, (left) dicusses new enrollment background checks 
with Enrollment Management Counselor Kyle Danielson 
on college employees. 
Federal law prevents most 
schools from releasing edu- 
cational records — includ- 
ing disciplinary information 
— without a parental approval. 
Counselors can leave the ques- 
tions blank, a spokesman lor 
the Common Application said. 
And schools don't always know 
about the trouble students get 
into off campus. 
Where Mark McCirath. presi- 
dent of the New Jersey School 
Counselor Association, works, 
the lew kids who have had an 
incident tend to admit their 
wrongdoings, 
"We try to put it in the best 
light we can" on the applica- 
tion, said McGralh, a coun- 
selor at Lawrence High School 
in I avvTenceville. N.I. "Were the 
advocates for the child." 
Access to more accurate Infor- 
mation and increased expecta- 
tions about college Involvement 
in students' lives have spurred 
the trend toward preadmission 
screening, Mann said. 
Though Campus crime hits not 
appreciably increased since 2003, 
according to the U.S. Department 
of Education, a few high-profile 
crimes committed by students 
with rap sheets have led institu- 
tions to reexamlne their admis- 
sions process. The Common 
Application added its inquiries at 
the request of schools concerned 
about liability, executive director 
linh Killion said. 
Students are warned not to 
omit information. If they're 
caught lying, they're disquali- 
fied. Administrators believe most 
comply. 
A single after-school deten- 
tion or graffiti incident isn't what 
schools look for. anyway. 
"We have 9,000 applications 
and there are eight counselors," 
said Matt Middleton, assistant 
director of admissions at the 
College of New lersey in Ewing, 
where students are asked about 
suspensions and criminal con- 
victions. 
Filling out FAFSA can help 
By Alexia Harris 
U WIRE 
KENT, Ohio—It's something every 
student is encouraged to do. It can 
decrease the amount of money 
coming of out of students' pock- 
ets. It provides eligible students 
with free money. 
last year, a study conducted 
by the American Council on 
Education estimated that during 
me20lB-04 academic year, 1.5 mil- 
lion aid-eligible students missed 
the opportunity to receive assis 
tance because they did not fill out 
the Free .Application for Federal 
Student Aid, known as EAI'SA. 
"1 think that number is mislead- 
ing because it makes it sound like 
students aren't receiving financial 
By Jim Brunner and Nick Perry 
M(  I 
Rebecca Clriego called her ex -hi iv 
friend lonathan Rowan "a psycho 
from the past." I le wouldn't slop 
railing her office at the University 
of Washington. When she no lon- 
ger would answer the phone, he 
harassed her sister and threat- 
ened to kidnap her dogs. 
Ciriego, 2(>. did what she could 
to avoid her 41-year-old stalker, 
whom she described as a suicidal 
alcoholic who had grown increas- 
ingly menacing. She obtained a 
domestic-violence protection 
order March H, changed address- 
es and phone numbers and asked 
co-workers to watch out for him. 
On Monday morning, Rowan 
found GriegO alone in her 
fourth-floor office in t H nili I I lull 
and fatally shot her before killing 
himself. 
Ciriego was a program coordi- 
natorattheCollegeofArchitec lure 
and Urban Planning and recently 
had shepherded a design team to 
victory in a regional competition. 
But for months she had lived 
in fear of Rowan, who was 
angry over her efforts to break 
off contact. 
In police reports and court 
papers, Ciriego said she dated 
Rowan for four years starting in 
2000. Although the relationship 
ended in 2004, they shared a 
home until earlier this year. 
Rowan is described in court 
documents as a British immi- 
grant who had lived in the United 
States for 10 years, telling friends 
he couldn't go back to England. 
According to the documents, 
he wore tinted glasses, stuttered 
when nervous and had a pot belly. 
He sometimes went by the names 
Robert Richardson and Nathan 
Rowan. 
He was an alcoholic accord- 
ing to Ciriego. and police reports 
say he was arrested last June for 
drunken driving alter ignoring a 
stop sign and trying to run from 
police, I lis blood-alcohol content 
was measured at more than three 
times the legal limit. 
In lanuary. Ciriego said, she 
came home to find Rowan drunk. 
Rowan threw candlesticks at 
her and tackled her to the floor 
punching her. according to docu- 
ments she filed seeking a protcc 
lion order. 
"I forgave him hi'cause he was 
drunk, but now I see that was 
wrong and he has threatened 10 
hurl me again." she said, accord 
ing to the court papers tiled in 
King County Superior Court she 
also reported thai he had hurt hei 
in a fight more than a year earlier, 
shoving her and slamming her 
ankle in a door. 
Ciriego and her sisler. Rachel, 
both sought protection orders 
against Rowan last month. They 
called him "verydangerous." cit- 
ing his past violence, and suit! he 
left phone messages threatening 
ID kill himself. GtlegO described 
him as "on the run" after he stole 
from his roommates. 
In her March ti plea for a pro- 
tective order. (Iriegosaid. "Rowan 
called me to tell me I cannot find 
him but he can find me ... and to 
look over my shoulder because I 
would see him again." 
UW police were notified thai 
Rowan had left threatening mes- 
sages for Ciriego on March t> and 
March I I. said Assistant UW 
Police < iiiciHayWittmier. (lllk vi- 
wen- told about the threats but 
did not place Ciriego tinder stir 
vcillancc or provide an escort. 
DAILY ADVISING TIP 
st.n on tr.uk - online, on campus or abroad! Get the credits 
you need to graduate on time bj taking summer classes. 
Summer Session 2007 schedule now online at 
<http://summer.hgsn.edu/> 
Sponsored b\ Advising Nttworir 
aid," slid Sylvia Bustard, associate 
director of student financial aid at 
krni State University "The major- 
ity of Kent Stale students fill out 
the form." 
It's important for students to 
complete the FAFSA because it 
identifies possible financial aid 
sources available to students, 
Bustard added. 
"Even if students think they 
may not be eligible for funding, il 
doesn't hurt to fill out the fonn." 
she said 
Connie Dubick, associate direc- 
tor of student financial aid al 
Kent Stale, said Students are not 
required to fill out the form. 
Bustard said students who hope 
to receive federal aid must com- 
plete ihe form. 
HOLY WEEK 
EXPERIENCE THE CULMINATION     <_J_ 
3* 
HOLY THURSDAY APRIL 5 
Holy Thursday Mass with Washing of Feet 7:30 PM in Chapel 
Adoration of Blessed Sacrament 
from after Mass until midnight Night Prayer 
will be celebrated at 11:30 PM to conclude Adoration 
GOOD FRIDAY APRIL 6 
Good Friday Service 12:00 Noon 
Includes Reading of the Passion according to John. 
Communion and Veneration of the Cross (STM) 
Stations of the Cross 12:00 PM 
(in the Ballroom of the Union. Stations are at your leisure. 
Come when you're free. Stay as long as you like.) 
Movie The Passion Of the Christ 3:00 PM (BGSU Student Union Theater) 
Stations of the Cross and Talze Prayer 700 PM (STM) 
HOLY SATURDAY APRIL 7 
EASTER VIGIL 8:00 PM 
First Sunday Mass, lighting of new fire and blessing of water. 
reception of new candidates into the church 




There is no 7:00 PM Mass Easter Day 
St. Thomas More 
University Parish 
4I9-352-7S55 • 425 Thurstin Ave. 
Across from McDonald's West and Offenhauer 
www.sttoms.com 
SERVING THE BGSU CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 
ON "You will have a refugee crisis like we've never seen." - Peter Schwartz, a future systems analyst, on a new study that reports global warming could leave 1.5 billion people without enough water within two decades, Time.com. 
Wednesday. April *■ 2007 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET Is the University quiet hours policy strict enough? 
1 think they should 
be enforced more. 
My neighbors'play 
loud music at 2 a.m." 
DERRICK LEE. 
Sophomore, Business 




'I think it's reason- 





"I think they're fine, 
people just need to 





k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own lake on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Gwe us your 
feedback at bqnews.com. 
I As part of your rehabilitation. Carl, you've been 
I assigned a pen pal Here's your first letter. 
P 
Dear Inmate. 
My name is Timmy. I'm in middle school. 
I want to know why you chose a life a crime? 
_]__■                                  W^—~   ' 
. t-^5                                              ^^ /-—* ■*■■■    .      ■- • 
 T [ *■/       szZ?^—*<J                       1 
1   /      <~^'7_          JJ^V                       • v^v (^-J^~\-f/y-z     i 
Hey. Freeman, do you have to do this pen pal crap? 
LETS TALK ABOUT SEX 
mRTEl WHITE . -SIMIC* 
Love reading our weekly sex column? 
Think you have the experience and the ingenuity to take over? 
E-mail the Opinion Editor, Amanda Hoover at hoovama@bgsu.edu with 
inquiries. Interested parties should be responsible, mature and confident they 
can come up with at least 15 weeks worth of column material. 
antasies don't point to troubled minds 
Sometimes real life is a pain 
and it overwhelms us to the 
point our minds beg us to take 
a mini-vacation. 
fantasies happen in many 
ways and at some very inop- 
portune times. I've experi- 
enced a few moments where 
keeping my feet planted on 
the real ground while letting 
my head float in my fantasy 
laden clouds saved me a lot of 
humiliation. 
I love my husband, and 
there are times 1 want him 
by my side just to cuddle or 
pamper me. This might not 
sound too bad, but there was 
an appointment last week at 
the salon that nearly proved to 
be my downfall. 
The manicure by lessica 
at Salon Soto in Perrysburg 
came with a massage of my 
very tired hands and as 1 
closed my eyes, I imagined 
Chris, my husband, there with 
me just easing the pain out of 
worn out joints. 
I managed to bite my lip 
before the soft pornographic 
sounding moan escaped me. 
Then Kelly had to wash my 
hair. Not only did I get sham- 
pooed, but a scalp massage 
was part of the deal. 
I wasn't so lucky and this 
time I had to cough loudly, 
hoping she didn't realize I was 
about to start panting think- 
ing my husband was the per- 
son with his hands in my hair. 
If I was a male, I think I may 
have been arrested for inde- 
cent exposure. 
Sexual fantasies are of a 
different nature and include 
different areas of fun. 
Brett Kahr, psychotherapist 
and author of the book, "Sex 
and the Psyche," explores sex- 
ual fantasies and their mean- 
ing, challenging Freud's belief 
that fantasy in the bedroom 
means the mind is troubled 
and unsatisfied. 
The book, released two 
months ago, sheds light on the 
fact that fantasies are normal 
and should be considered 
problematic only if they're 
extremely violent in nature. 
Let go of any guilt you have 
over a fantasy that's popped 
into your mind once in awhile. 
"The association between 
fantasies and a healthy sex life 
is so strong, in fact, that it's 
now considered pathological 
not to have sexual fantasies," 
reported Peter Uoskoch in 
Psychology Today. 
That's right. If you've ever 
been told you're sick if you 
have fantasies, you can now 
Are back that a person is sick 
only if he or she don't have 
them. 
Everyone fantasizes. 
Conservatives and liberals, 
men and women, the elderly 
and the young all have those 
moments where they embrace 
the unreal. 
For the very small percent- 
age who say they've never 
had a fantasy, they're either 
mentally unstable or they're 
unaware they're having them. 
Watching a movie or reading a 
good book and losing yourself 
in them is just another way of 
fantasizing. 
Fantasies can be indulged 
when you're alone as your 
hands become someone else's. 
Or they can be shared with 
your partner to add to the 
excitement. Role-playing is 
one way this can be accom- 
plished. Step outside your 
lives and use those Halloween 
costumes for something other 
thantrick-or-treating. 
And, Finally, there are the 
moments when the person 
sharing your bed is someone 
else in your mind. 
I think sometimes we get 
caught up in the idea that 
thinking about being in bed 
with someone other than our 
partner means we want to be 
in bed with someone else. 
College students were stud- 
ied and one discrepancy based 
"Everyone fantasizes. Conservatives and 
liberals, men and women, the elderly and 
the young all have those moments where 
they embrace the unreal." 
on gender was women were 
found to think about emo- 
tional aspects of their partner 
while men thought about 
physical attributes, according 
to Doskoch. 
But that wasn't the only dif- 
ference. 
"When male and female 
college students were asked 
to write out in detail three 
fantasies they had, women 
were more likely to describe 
romance and commitment 
while men mentioned a 
greater number of sexual acts," 
Doskoch goes on to explain. 
I believe the best thing to do 
is to sit down with your part- 
ner and share your fantasies 
with each other. 
Try to leave any bias outside 
of the conversation and real- 
ize that sharing information 
doesn't mean you're going to 
get to cash in on it. 
Also, remember just because 
someone says he or she has a 
fantasy, it doesn't mean you 
should act on it without get- 
ting permission first. 
Sometimes a person isn't 
in the right mood and forcing 
a fantasy on him or her that 
could have been fun can be 
awkward. 
There are times where liv- 
ing out a fantasy can be done 
without your partner knowing 
about it. 
If you're thinking about 
someone else while with your 
lover, try to figure out why. It's 
not always a bad thing. 
For example, I had a very 
vivid fantasy last time I made 
love to my husband. He never 
knew at the time, but I've told 
him since. 
I'm not sure what he was 
doing or why or even how he 
knew to do some of the things 
he did, but basically my hus- 
band decided 1 was worthy of 
his talent for making me an 
impossibly impatient woman. 
Yes, I imagined the person 
with me was someone else, 
and I'm not ashamed of it. 
As 1 got to that point where 
humiliation could have hit, 
I bit my lip hard because I 
nearly screamed the name 
'Dean.' For those of you who 
watch "Supernatural" on 
Thursday nights, don't judge 
me until you've looked up 
Dean Winchester's picture 
online. 
But lensen Ackles, who 
plays the part of Dean, wasn't 
in my head because I needed 
his image to enjoy myself. 
On the contrary. I was try- 
ing to give my mind some- 
thing to do besides focusing 
on what my husband was 
doing. 
My fantasizing was done to 
prevent myself from crossing 
the finish line before my hus- 
band even got out of the gate. 
What can I say? He's an 
overachiever. 
I'm not going to share 
Ackles with any of you, but 
look up 'Mr. World' online, 
also known as Reynaldo 
Gianecchini and check out the 
images or use my husband's 
past fantasy of Angelina lolie. 
And, if you're like me, what 
are you supposed to do when 
the person in your life makes 
you have to fantasize just 
to throw ice water on your 
libido? 
Thank whatever or whoever 
you believe in, lie back and 
enjoy. 
Send comments, questions or ideas ro 
Chandra N&lewski at cniklew@bgsuedu 
Quiet hours are no joke, please be courteous to the studious 
"Arc you going to the game 
tomorrow night?" "When arc 
we going to go party this week- 
end?" "Where are you going 
tomorrow?" "I don't rare what 
you do, just shut the heck up!" 
Why does it need to be so 
loud at 12:30 at night on a 
Monday? Why? 
I  Too much noise makes it 
hard to sleep, and therefore 
:Vou gel less sleep, and that 
leads to a grouchy writer and 
-that leads lo a great topic for a 
column. 
|   Why is it so hard to gel 
some peace and quiet at night 
around the dorms? 
Every night my roommate 
and I stay up to watch Family 
(iuy on Adult Swim, channel 
26 at 11:30. So we are usually 
up until midnight After that, 
we like to hit the hay and get 
up at about H:30 in the morn- 
ing. 
It's bad enough living in Mac 
North facing Mac Beach and 
the smoke wafts up to our win- 
dow every night, which I can 
handle, but noise is not some- 
thing I easily sleep through. 
Sophomore biology major 
Jennifer Chaffin has these 
thoughts on late night distur- 
bances, "I know that I have 
early classes and often times 
it's loud outside my window 
but it's too warm to close the 
window. At midnight or 1 
o'clock in the morning people 
should be sleeping in order to 
prepare for the next day, not 
making a loud ruckus outside 
the dorms. We are in college to 
learn, and thus we should be 
courteous to others around us 
who are also trying to learn by 
not being obnoxiously loud in 
the middle of the night." 
These people were yelling, 
not loudly, but in the Beach 
everything echoes, and I mean 
everything. 
If you talk in a normal voice, 
someone can hear you across 
the Beach. 
There are too many people 
here who have the idea that 
college is all about partying 
every night, getting laid every 
day and doing class work only 
half-assed. 
People need to realize that 
college is preparation for the 
rest of your life. If you are 
slacking and partying now, 
what will you do in two, three 
or four years? 
Will you still be going out 
every night and half-assing 
your work the next day? 
Will you even get a job with 
that kind of attitude? 
There are no rules in the 
handbook saying you need to 
be quiet after a certain time, 
but there is such a thing as 
courtesy. 
For me the cutoff is 12:15 
a.m. If you are still making 
noise after that, then you can 
deal with the front desk, or 
even better yet, the campus 
police. And a disturbance of 
the peace violation, man, that 
can't be good. 
Applying for a job with a 
"There are too many people here that have 
the idea that college is all about partying 
every night, getting laid every day and 
doing class work only half-assed." 
criminal record is bad, bad 
juju. 
People need to understand 
that there is more to college 
than going out and partying 
every night of the week. 
But if you are one of those 
people, please, please, please, 
remember those in college 
who are here to learti, here to 
get a good job and those of us 
that are here to sleep at 12:30 
at night so we can be compe- 
tent in the morning. 
The outside quiet hours 
need to be adhered to, and the 
violators need to be punished 
so they stop doing it. Please, I 
value my sleep, unlike some 
people on the campus. 
If given a choice of going out 
all night and partying or stay- 
ing in my room and sleeping so 
I can be awake in English the 
next day, I would rather sleep, 
thank you very much! 
Send comments to Andrew Herman at 
hermana9bgsu.edu 
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YEAH. IT'S BEEN SUNNY OUT* IT'S PROBABLY THE END OF THE WORLD. 
THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE 
Q: When should you charge a battery? 
A: When you can't pay cash. Wednesday April 4.2007 5 
THE BETTER PEOPLE ON THE STREET What body part wouldyou choose to lose? 
"Both eyes. All you 
need to do is hear." 
ANDREW SPIESS. 
Freshman. Undecided 
"Nose, smelling's not 
all too important" 
JENNY OAK. Junior. 
Tourism 




"Pinkie toes, because 





k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion (or a 
question? Give us your feed- 
back at bgnews.com. 
Girls, can you stop going wild? 
The fact that people are will- 
ing to pay money to see young 
women exposing themselves 
on camera is absolutely outra- 
geous — why would I pay for 
something that should he free? 
Haven't these people heard of 
the Internet? 
For those of you who are 
unfamiliar with these videos 
(and those of you who are 
pretending to be unfamiliar 
with them because your girl- 
friend is right next to you) 
let me elaborate, "Girls (lone 
Wild" has a proud tradition of 
the classiest, most intelligent 
women who — for a set of 
plastic beads and sometimes 
a T-shirt — are willing to pub- 
licly expose themselves. 
What started off as humble, 
yet noble enterprise of naked 
women has evolved into a 
fantastic franchise, each video 
more extreme than the next. If 
you're anything like me. you've 
surely found yourself watching 
American Gladiators and saying 
"Boy, this would be great if the 
gladiators participated naked." 
Thanks to the "Girl's Gone 
Wild: Naked Sports Kdition." 
which includes all your favorite 
events like nude jousting and 
topless bouncing on a large 
inflatable ball, you no longer 
have to dream. And for all the 
fetishists who have said, "Yes, 1 
like breasts, but I'd love to see 
breast? in situations involving 
low gravity." (and who hasn't 
said that?) (hanks to the lat- 
est installment of "Girls Gone 
Wild", your wishes are now 
reality, as the new "Girls Gone 
Wild" features topless women 
floating about, which I'm also 
proud to say marks the first 
rime anybody with an inter- 
est in astrophysics has seen a 
naked female. 
To add to the ever-growing 
excitement of topless co-eds, 
the "Girls Gone Wild" creators 
have included all our favorite 
celebrity guests to host the 
videos, like Snoop Dogg (the 
extra "g" in his name stands 
for "gangster) and The Man 
Show's." Doug Stanhope who 
you may also remember from 
absolutely nothing. The only 
thing more exciting than watch- 
ing women undress is watching 
them undress when they're 
being ogled by has-beens. In 
fact, the newest video features 
all my favorite reality TV stars, 
whom I can't recognize from 
their shows I never watched. 
Now despite all these great 
things about the "Girls Gone 
Wild" franchise and despite the 
fact that going topless for a plas- 
tic necklace is generally a good 
idea, I'd like to want you good- 
willed women to be careful 
where you expose your breasts. 
The commercials may have you 
believe that your audience will 
be a throng of blond, tan and 
chiseled college men looking for 
a serious relationship. I lowever. 
marketing research shows that 
there are three of main types of 
men that by your movies. 
The Acne-ridden Nerd 
You may recognize him from 
his familiar pungent stench 
caused by constantly reapply- 
ing his tetracycline face cream, 
in a futile attempt to manage 
his pimples. I le's the one that 
creeps into your room, and then 
just hangs there in the doorway 
like a thick fog, taking a break 
from the awkward silence he's 
created to tell bad jokes or awk- 
wardly giggle. The fact the con- 
versation flat-lined the second 
he walked in the door wasn't 
enough to tip him off to the fact 
that he should leave, but he's so 
keen on Hying to see you naked 
it's going to take every wild 
excuse you can think of just to 
get him away from you. The fact 
is, this poor, socially-disabled 
goon is so deprived of nudity 
that he has to get it from wher- 
ever he can. If you bare it all 
on video, he's the first one that 
pushes play. 
The Dirty Old Man 
Women who are bar goers 
will recognize this unwashed, 
obese and ultimately perverted 
fellow. When he's managed to 
take a break from perusing the 
MySpace profiles of young boys, 
he can frequently be sported 
at bars making inappropriate 
comments to women or try- 
ing to get into college parties 
hoping that he and his middle- 
aged body might just "score." 
Whether he's trying to relive the 
glory days of his eight years in 
college, or if he should just be 
in prison, we're not quite sure 
- but one thing is for sure: if 
there's naked college women 
in it, he's going to get it. I ii.it 
makes him the second one to 
pick up the phone an order 
"Girls Ckine Wild." 
The 10-Year-Old 
This young guy just discov- 
ered the joy of topless women, 
but due to the parental control 
settings on his parent's AOL, he's 
on an unending quest to see 
some skin. Resourceful, cun- 
ning and taking advantage of 
his parent's blind faith that he 
is a "good kid" he's managed to 
swipe their credit card and dial 
that 1 -800 number. Fortunately 
for him, salvation is on the way. 
Exposing yourself is truly a 
wonderful thing, but yon can't 
abuse it. You have to be careful 
and select an appropriate time 
like Mardi Gras, college party, 
or Christmas. If you bare il all 
for video, you bare it all for the 
creepy people you don't want 
seeing you. So girls, for your 
sake, please stop going wild. 
Colby (qfordh9bgneibgsu.edu) is 
buying certain videos right now 
One hundred thinaa I learned my freahmenyear 079 
MECCA 
Management Inc. 
COME IN AND SIGN A 
RESERVATION AGREEMENT 
TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A 
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO 
MYLES PIZZA!! 
$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON 
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800 info@meccabg.com 
www.iTieccabg.com 
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116 W«l South Bnindory Street • Peuysburg, OH 
www.TWSeloiir'rofeisiomilAceattiiy.cMi 
COSMETOLOGY    •    ESTHETICS    •    NAILS 
REDKEN 
Of all my lessons from freshman year, one stands out as beinQ 
not necessarily the most profound, but definately the most helpful. 
dpoHen to me by a true uiise man. he said. 
"There's bu$s in my shin, S6TTU6m OUT!" 
Then he passed out in a pool of his ouin filth. 
Spring fever brings on the apathy 
1 don't know about the rest of 
you guys, hut I'm pretty sure 
that I have no drive to finish 
the rest of this semester. You're 
lucky I'm even making this page 
for you people, so you'd better 
like it. 
Now it's not the fault of my 
classes or anything like that, but 
I'm just suffering from Spring 
Paver. Well, I've actually been 
suffering from it since some 
point in lanuary. 
... You know what? 
I'm even too apathetic to fin- 
ish this article. 
8 MATTMAUK '.  ' M ,'.  f I : (■ 
Matt (mmauk9bgnet.bgsu.edu) is too 




take a course or two 
at Cleveland State University 
...and transfer those credits 
back to the college you're attending. 
More than 900 courses 
Accelerate your degree program... 
or get back on schedule 
Complete general education courses 
Complete a two-semester science course sequence in 
just 12 weeks! Biology, Chemistry or Physics 
Affordable tuition 
Day and evening classes 
Easy admission and registration 
Classes begin May 19 and July 2 
Check out our course schedule and download a visiting student application at 
www.csuohio.edu 
Or call toll-free 
1-888-CSU-0HI0 
Make the smart choice this summer.. .choose... 
Cleveland State University 
6 Wednesday April 4.2007 WWWBGNEWS.COM 
Supreme Court allows regulations 
By Samantha Young 
SAI RAMENTO, (.alii. \l' 
ihc Hush administration has 
reopened California's stalled 
petition seeking to control 
greenhouse ^asrs aftei i h<* 
Supreme Court's ruling ihis 
week that the government can 
regulate emissions from cars. 
ihc action by the 
I nvironmental Protection 
\gencj breathes life into 
i alifornia's effort i<> become 
the tirsi state in cm tall- 
pipe   emissions   from   cars, 
light trucks ami sporl utility 
vehicles. Ii also (mild influ- 
ence the outcome (it an auto 
industry lawsuit in California 
in block the state regulations, 
(ontained in a 2002 state law. 
"We've reviewed  die issues 
within the waiver request," 11'\ 
spokeswoman lennifei Wood 
said   riiesday.  "We're moving 
forward to the next steps of the 
process." 
I he agencj next will sched 
ulc a public comment period 
ami public hearing 
At stake is California's 2005 
petition to gain an exemption 
from the federal Clean Air Act, 
which does inn regulate green- 
house gas emissions from cars. 
I he State law  passed  ill 2tH)2 
would reduce the emissions 
from ears and light trucks In -'."i 
percent and i i sport utility 
uhii les in in percent starting 
in 2009 and requires the waiver 
for implementation, 
leu other slates have since 
adopted California's standard, 
while Maryland is i onsideringa 
hill that would enact it. 
Ihc EPA had argued that 
ihc agency could not regu- 
late greenhouse gas emissions 
limn vehicles because to do so 
ivould require an increase in furl 
economy standards, something 
only the U.S. Department ol 
transportation can set. 
But in its 5-4 decision Monday, 
■he Supreme Court ruled thai 
the EPA had such authority, 
"It's cleat EPA has to consider 
California^ waiver request now," 
said    Sean    llechl,    executive 
director of the environmental 
B0KB1HENDBICKS 
TALK ABOUT CRIME: A dulling rig worki on the Rocky Mountain Oilfield Testing Center 
on the Teapot Dome Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 5 neat Midwest. Wyo in this file photo 
law center at the University (if 
' alilornia. 1/is Angeles. "That 
doesn't mean it's a foregone 
conclusion With respect to the 
waiver rctjuesl." 
California has special author- 
ity under the federal Clean Air 
vet to set its own vehicle pollu- 
tion standards because it hegan 
regulating air pollution before 
the federal government did in 
the 1970s, Other stales that want 
in adopt California^ standard 
i'annul implement it until the 
I I'A giants (lalifornia a waiver. 
Monday's court rilling also 
prompted movement Tuesday 
in a separate lawsuit brought 
bj the auto Industry to prevent 
California from moving forward 
with ils regulations if it receives 
the waiver. 
The California Air Resources 
Board, along with several envi- 
ronmental groups, officially 
notified U.S. District ludge 
Anthony Ishii of the Supreme 
Courts decision. In lanuary. 
he placed ihc lawsuit on hold 
pending a decision by the court. 
It's unclear what the next 
step will be in (he case, which is 
being heard in federal court in 
I resiiii. Hut holh sides said the 
Supreme Court's decision favors 
their argument. 
"The case will affect all of the 
pending litigation that California 
lias with holh the auto com- 
panies and Midwestern energy 
companies," (California Attorney 
General ferry Brown said In an 
interview Monday with The 
Associated Press. 
I he Natural Resources 
Defense Council intends to 
ask [he judge lo dismiss the 
case in light of the Supreme 
Court's ruling, spokesman 
Craig Noble said. 
Raymond Ludwiszewski, 
an attorney representing the 
Association of International 
Automobile Manufacturers, 
interpreted the ruling by the 
Supreme Court as a directive 
thai greenhouse gas regulations 
should be crafted at the federal 
level. 
"I think the Supreme Court 
ruling makes it clear thai the 
court viewed global wanning as 
an issue that should he dealt 
with nationally and not at the 
stale level." Ludwiszewski said 
Tuesday. 
California's attempt to cut 
tailpipe emissions is a key 
component of the slates 
broader effort to reduce green- 
house gases to 1990 levels by 
2020. The auto regulations 
could help the stale reach 
about 17 percent of its target, 
Air Resources Hoard spokes- 
woman Gennel Paauwesaid. 
The state also has sued the 
six largest automakers in an 
attempt to collect millions of 
dollars it expects to spend on 
repairing the damage from 
floods, wildfires and other natu- 
ral disasters that are expected to 
intensify as temperatures rise. 
ETHNICITY 
From Page 1 
made me think of my own ste- 
reotypes and why I havethem," 
said junior Mickey Sparrow. 
Understanding personal 
stereotypes as well as the his- 
tory of ideology, can help indi- 
viduals to not only embrace 
culture, bin understand the 
importance of getting lost cul- 
tures' histories exposed to the 
public. 
History has been written in 
a way in which the people In 
power have control over what 
iiilure generations will read. 
That leaves a huge chunk of 
lost information of those peo- 
ple who have been conquered 
and oppressed. Lam said. 
People may be reluctant lo 
talk about race because they 
do not know what to say. but 
it is by talking and coming 
loget her thai changes can slart 
occurring. 
One thing I.am urged audi- 
ence members to do was to 
unify. He backed Carlos Adams, 
an instructor in the ethnic 
studies department, with his 
idea for an Ethnic Student 
Center, and reminded those in 
attendance of the importance 
of forums, panels and commu- 
nication among all people. 
The event was put on as part 
of the Center for Multicultural 
and Academic Initiatives 
Monthly Lecture Series, in con- 
junction With the Committee 
to Advance Racial Equality. 
Asian Communities United, 
the Caribbean Association and 
Transcendence. 
POLICY 
From Page 1 
Albertini, assistant professorfor 
the English department, said 
he couldn't understand what 
was so confusing. 
"1 mean what is confusing; 
marriage, engaged, dating 
and making out in the office; 
it's clear to me that these 
are amorous relationships," 
Albertini said. 
Other faculty senate mem- 
bers look a different oppos- 
ing approach by not agreeing 
with faculty members having 
an amorous relationship with 
students to begin with. 
Becca Cragin. assistant pro- 
fessor for popular culture, said 
her concern is faculty mem- 
bers having sexual relation- 
ships wiih students. 
"It's very discouraging that 
family members are having a 
sexual relationship with their 
Students," Cragin said. "Thai 
type of relationship should be 
banned because il corrupts the 
learning environment" 
Also Cragin mentioned that 
the poUcys disciplinary actions 
are very weak. 
"Why even have disciplin- 
ary actions if a faculty mem- 
ber doesni lepotl he/she is in 
an amorous relationship with 
a student when the disciplin- 
ary actions Include just a verbal 
warning," Cragin said. 
.Arthur Samel, associate pro- 
fess! ir of the get igraphy depart- 
ment, agreed with Cragin by 
saying faculty members are 
hired to do their job and not 
have sex with their students. 
"We axe hired lo do a job," 
Samel said. "And if we do some- 
Uiing out of range such as mak- 
ing out with a student in our 
ollice, we should serve serious 
responsibility" 
But other members agreed 
with the policy. 
Gary Lee, chair of the sociol- 
ogy department, said he is in 
favor of the policy because the 
University'needs it. 
T have been here for 11 years 
;uid this policy has been in the 
works before 1 even got here," 
I ccsaid. 
Ice said his concern was the 
University doesn't have protec- 
tion against (he subordinate 
party and ibis addresses thai 
concern. 
"We are getting away from 
what llie policy is about," Lee 
slid. "This policy is not about 
whether the University should 
prevent these types of relation- 
ships, it's about protection." 
Sue Carter Wood, associ- 
ate professor for the Unglish 
department, said she wants the 
University to have (his policy 
" I have been here tor 18 years 
and ihis policy has been dis- 
cussed for like 15 or 16 years," 
Wood siiid. "I'm glad Ihis child 
has been birthed and now we 
should vole and support it so 
we can have a policy." 
FLASHBACK 
From Page 1 
Lochan, a junior in the liber- 
al studies department. "Girls 
being raped in the bathrooms 
during the hurricane and how 
that relates to the Holocaust is 
shocking." 
But the two do relate. Reich, 
ihe elderly I lolocausl survivor, is 
reliving her past through PT'Sl). 
Some experts in Blumcnthal's 
"Prisoner of her Past" docu- 
mentary believe as the young 
survivors of Hurricane Kalrina 
gel older, many may face Ihis 
disorder. 
Although ihe films were not 
necessarily uplifting, some stu- 
dents fell Blumcnthal's visit was 
a nice alternative lo (he every- 
day classroom teachings. 
"I feel bad for lhe siudenls who 
missed out on this opportunity." 
said Anamlta Call, a senior and 
film production major. "They 
missed out on something edu- 
cational that provides more than 
the traditional everyday of going 
to classes." 
Blumenthal said an impor- 
tant clement of his visit was his 
ability to teach students about 
his experience in the field. 
"It is crucial to bring in film- 
"Films are a way to 
change society and 
the world. Films are 
arguing points." 
Jerry Blumenthal | Filmmaker 
makers because they are doing 
what the swtudents want lo do," 
said Denis Mueller, a graduate 
assistant in ihe telecommuni- 
cations department and one 
of the people responsible for 
bringing Blumenthal lo cam- 
pus. "Students need to see thai 
il is possible for them to go out 
and be a filmmaker. They need 
to know thai these classes aren'l 
for nothing and that what they 
learn here goes towards their 
future and their world outside of 
the classroom." 
The greatest advice 
Blumenthal said he can give 
to students is to follow their 
dreams. 
"Try and figure out what you 
want and find a way of doing 
the thing you love every day," 
Blumenthal said. "When you 
do that, everything else will fall 
into place. Don't be discouraged 
when you run into obstacles and 
don't think thai il isn't possible 
for you lo follow your dreams." 
PRESIDENT 
From 
University partly out of loyally and 
also because he "caul imagine 
leaving without seeing all of the 
projects through." 
Some of the projects President 
Ribeau has been involved with 
include rebuilding the Union, the 
introduction of Ihe BC Experience 
program and the University's new- 
est project — a brand new art cen- 
ter where the Saddlemire building 
currently stands. 
Paula Whetscl-Ribcau, Kibcau's 
wife and assistant to the Vice 
President for Student Affairs, said 
he is dedicated to finishing what 
he started. 
"He has great ideas and does 
not want to leave without mak- 
ing sure these projects an- finished 
and goals are achieved," she said. 
A native of Detroit Ribeau 
knew ofBGSU long before he was 
offered Ihe job of running it. 
"BGSU has always had a 
great reputation, the students 
are respectful and kind and the 
values are very close lo mine," 
he said. 'I don't think I could 
he somewhere where the values 
were not this strong." 
President Ribeau said he didn't 
foresee ever running a university. 
"I couldn't have dreamt up Ihis 
in my wildest imagination,"' he 
said. "I honestly just imagined 
myself teaching for the rest of my 
life; 1 didn't even know what a 
president did." 
"Honestly,"' Ribeau added, "It's 
more challenging, more frustrat- 
ing, but you get a greater sense of 
satisfaction." 
Dwespiie the difficulties of mn- 
ning a university with more lhan 
20.000 students, President Ribeau 
has real passion for the job. 
"He has an intense love for it" his 
wife said. "I le really has a love for 
not only Ihe job. but for the people 
who make up the campus" 
Inside Ribeau's office on the 
second floor of McFall. the shelves 
are stacked with books and family 
pictures. 
Among the deskiop clutter of 
files and documents sil snap- 
shots of ihe Ribeau's children; 
a son, who is graduating from 
ihe University of Cincinnati this 
year, and daughter who is in high 
school. 
President Ribeau is genuine- 
ly interested in hearing from 
students. 
"I really think we have the best 
Students not only in the stale 
but in the country" Ribeau said, 
praising BGSU students for Iheir 
community service and respect- 
ful nature. 
Bernard little, who works close- 
ly with Ribeau as the president of 
the undergraduate student body, 
said thai President Ribeau is very 
accessible. 
"He is one of my favorite people 
at die University. He works with 
me lo promote shared govern- 
ment within Ihe University, he 
makes sure that everyone has the 
chance to have their voice heard." 
Little said. 
A professor in interpersonal 
communication and public 
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Student Alumni Connection's 
ONCE A FALCON, 
ALWAYS A FALCON! 
mi it mm 
2 SCHOLARSHIPS 
tor the 2007-2008 School Year 
$ 1300 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE  O 
www.bKsu.edu/ofllces/alumnf/ 
All Applications due by 
5pm April 6.2007, 
al Milcli Alumni Center 
WINNERS 
will be announced 
at SACs BeyondBG 
held April 23, 
8-10pm in ihe 
Union Ballroom 
' 'Winners must be present to receive Ihe scholarship' 
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PHIl MASTURZO 
Making sure man's best friend gets exercise 
TAKING THE DOG FOR A DRIVE: Levester Johnson lakes his dog. named Armani, an Italian Cane Corso. out for a morning jog March 
26. m Akron. Ohio "I was lazy this morning" said Johnson. "I'm on the way to the gym myself. I wanted to make sure he got in a workout 
befote I left." he sa«d. 
Being aware of causes for diabetes 
By Dan Vierria 
MCT 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — No time 
for breakfast and loo much IV 
lime can nigger diabetes, l-imess 
magazine, In its April edition, 
reports on nine, surprising diabe- 
tes risk factors. The disease affects 
21 million people in the United 
Stales. 
Skipping breakfast increases our 
risk 30 to ,r>0 percent and watching 
TV for two or more hours per day 
boosts it 14 percent, according to 
fitness. 
Kim O'Brien, the magazine's 
article director, says the main rea- 
son for the story was to point out 
dial people can lowei their risk in 
about a month. 
As a fonner no-breakfast type. 
O'Brien began forcing herself to 
eat breakfast a few years ago and 
has felt much better since. 
"So many of us skip breakfast 
because wen1 busy and just grab 
a cup of coffee." she slid, describ- 
ing her own former habit. "It's one 
of the worst things you am do. 
People that eat high liber cereals 
respond better to insulin." 
Diabetes, according to the 
American Diabetes Association, is 
caused when, "... Ibe body doesn't 
produce or properly use insulin." 
Insulin converts starches and sug- 
ars Into fuel for the body. 
While the exact cause is still 
unknown, the ADA points to stud- 
ies thai have concluded genetics 
and lifestyle factors like obesity 
and lack of exercise appear to be 
linked to the disease. 
O'Brien says her staff based its 
conclusions and risk factor per- 
centages on university research 
and other studies. 
8 SURPRISING 
DIABETES RISKS 
1. WATCHING TWO OR 
MORE HOURS OF TV 
DAILY 
Raises your risk: 14 percent 
How: More TV equals less 
activity. 
The fix: Limit TV time to 10 
hours a week and exercise. 
2. DRINKING ONE SODA 
A DAY 
Raises your risk: 83 percent 
How: Soda adds extra and 
empty calories, which can easily 
lead to weight gain. 
The fix: Switch to water, diet 
soda, or even better, unsweet- 
ened tea. which may actually 
protect against disease. 
3. SKIPPING BREAKFAST 
Raises your risk: up to 50 per- 
cent 
How: Not having that morning 
meal increases the appetite- 
stimulating hormone ghrelin. 
making you hungrier and likely 
to eat more. 
The fix: Eat high-fiber cereal 
with low-fat milk and one-half 
cup of fruit in the morning. 
Consuming dairy products may 
also cut the risk for insulin resis- 
tance by 72 percent. 
4. A LARGE WAIST 
-EVEN IF YOU'RE AT A 
NORMAL WEIGHT 
Raises your risk: 330 percent 
How: Fat m the abdomen (vis- 
ceral fat) produces compounds 
that make cells insulin-resistant. 
Women should keep their waist 
size below 35 inches (40 inches 
for men). 
The fix: A half-hour to one hour of 
cardio. three to five times a week. 
5. WAKING UP IN THE 
MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT 
Raises your risk- 98 percent 
How: Not being able to stay asleep 
means you're not getting enough 
sleep, making you more prone to 
developing insulin resistance and 
leading to diabetes. 
The fix: No caffeine in the late 
afternoon and evening, and no TV 
and alcohol right before bed. 
6. EATING FAST FOOD 
MORE THAN TWICE A 
WEEK 
Raises your risk: 100 percent 
How: People who ate burgers, fries 
and soda more than twice a week 
put on 10 extra pounds and were 
twice as likely to become resistant 
to insulin. 
The fix: Satisfy cravings with smaller 
portions 
7. HIGH STRESS 
Raises your risk: 184 percent 
How: Stress can interfere with your 
ability to make insulin and process 
glucose. 
The fix: Allow 10-15 minutes a day 
to relax. 
8. CONSUMING LOTS OF 
PROCESSED MEAT 
Raises your risk: 43 percent 
How: These meats (such as hot 
dogs and bacon) are loaded with 
preservatives that may destroy 
insulm-producmg cells in your pan- 
creas. 
The fix: Cut back. Try a preserva- 
tive-free type. too. 
Sources: Fitness magazine. April 
2007 issue, www.fitnessmagazine 
com. 
Preparing for the space race 
WORKING OUT: This photo provided by NASA shows astronaut Sunila L 
Williams. Eipedilion 14 flight engineer, telheied as she runs on a treadmill system 
aboard the International Space Station on Dec. 28 Williams will run the 262 miles 
of the Boston Marathon on the treadmill aboard the space station on April 16. at the 
same time as the actual Boston Marathon is run on Earth 
The lazy person s way to work 
out without really trying 
By Dan Viarria 
MCT 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — 
World's Laziesi Person, and 
the winner is ... lessica, who 
circles parking lots a half - 
dozen limes, waiting for the 
space 20 feel from l he door. 
Parkingyourcar 100 feet or 
even 200 feel away and walk- 
ing the extra steps would be 
(gasp!) exercise. Wanna bet 
lessica is overweight? 
Adding steps to daily 
activities is free exercise. 
And "free" collars every- 
body's attention. Workouts 
don't have to be scripted or 
costly propositions. Gym 
memberships and high-tech 
home workout machines 
are dandy, bul expensive. 
Exercise can be done on the 
cheap. 
Workout apparatus is 
common at garage sales. 
Look for the shirts and pants 
hanging from the treadmill. 
A few bucks and you lake 
home the treadmill or free 
weights. Chances are they'll 
someday be part of your own 
garage sale, but until you can 
afford something better, it's 
a great buy. 
Work out like Shaolin 
monks of the Hong Kong 
kung fit films by carrying 
containers of water. Instead 
of watering outdoor plant 
containers using a hose 
and watering wand, fill up a 
watering can. 
Choose the faucet farthest 
from the containers. fill the 
watering can, carry it and 
empty it. Repeat as needed. 
Water is heavy and lugging it 
around incinerates calories 
and strengthens muscles. 
Thai swimming pool that's 
already costing you money is 
laps waiting to happen. Or, a 
body of water for low-impact 
aquatic exercises. Water is 
especially kind to overweight 
folks who need to exercise. 
Hopeful of informing soft 
bodies of the opportunities 
for low-budget workouts, 
www.MayoClinic.com offers 
several lips. Some are famil- 
iar, such as neighborhood 
walks, mall walking and 
choosing stairs over eleva- 
tors. No easy payments, no 
money down and not a stair- 





By Wendy Donahue 
MCI 
ShopSmart, a new publica- 
tion from the publishers of 
Consumer Reports, warns of 
hidden chemicals in cosmetics. 
The winter issue cites pht Infl- 
ates, which it says may be linked 
to developmental and repro- 
ductive health risks. Phthalaies 
can be found in lotions, hair 
sprays, perfumes and deodor- 
ants, yet often are not listed on 
product labels. The chemicals 
are used lo help fragrances lin- 
ger and take the stiffness out of 
hair spray, for example. 
ShopSmart conducted inde- 
pendent tests for phthalates 
on eight fragrances, including 
Celine Dion Parfums Kail de 
Toilette Spray, Clinique Happy 
Perfume Spray, Elizabeth 
Taylor White Diamonds Eau de 
Parfum, Estee louder Beautiful 
Eau de Parfum Spray, l.iz 
Claiborne Curve Bail de Toilette 
Spray and Christian Dior Poison 
Eau de Toilette Spray. 
Also. Aubrey Organics lade 
Spu c I ,iu lie Parfum and \veda 
I.ove Pure-Fume Essence were 
tested, because the compa- 
nies say they don't contain any 
phthalates. but ShopSmart 
found otherwise. 
In fact, although none of the 
perfumes listed phthalates on 
their ingredient lists, they all 
contained them. 
An   industry   trade   group 
— the Cosmetic, Toiletry, and 
Fragrance Association — says 
that government and scientific 
bodies in the U.S. and Canada 
have examined phthalates 
without restricting their use in 
cosmetics. 
But some companies have 
eliminated them due to public 
concern. 
Until more is known, 
ShopSmart offers these tips: 
— If you use perfume, con- 
sider skipping it every other 
day or drop it if you are preg- 
nant or breast-feeding. Seek out 
deodorants, hair sprays, body 
lotions and other products that 
don't list the word "fragrance" 
or "fragrance'parfum," which 
might indicate phthalates. 
— Get the free "Shopper's 
Guide to Sale Cosmetics" at 
http://www.ewg.org/pdf/EWG 
— cosmetics.pdf and research 
products before purchasing. 
The Environmental Working 
Group site has safety ratings for 
more than 14,000 personal-care 
products at http://www.ewg. 
org/reports/skindeep/. 
— Call or e-mail cosmetics 
companies to say you don't 
want ingredients that could 
pose avoidable health risks. Or 
go to http://safecosmetics. 
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Kaiser escapes in Google offices 
By N.h.lToosi 
The Associated Pfess 
NEW YORK This was one 
search thai you couldn't just 
Google. 
An employee's python 
went missing over the'week- 
end in Google's sprawling 
Manhattan office, Sending 
search teams on an all-out 
snake hunt. Hie searchers 
scoured the complex tor the 
(loot long snake and finally 
found the serpent, known as 
kaiser, on Monday night. 
"A snake was lost; it was not 
an April Fool's joke. It was found 
last night." (ioogle spokeswom- 
an Ellen West said yesterday. 
The snake has left the build- 
ing.'' 
She declined to reveal spe- 
i ilica aboul where in the office 
Kaiser was discovered. But a 
contributor to Google's official 
hl( >g wrote t hat the staff was told 
the snake was found "relaxing 
behind a cabinet." 
And although West wouldn't 
say how I he snake made it to the 
office, sheconfirmed it belonged 
to a "Googler" and said the pet 
was now at its owner's home. 
The Google blog contributor, 
software engineer Dan Bentley, 
wrote that while some employ- 
ees laughed about the situation, 
others stood away from walls 
and corners and the bathrooms 
were less crowded. 
Thefact that someonebrought 
a snake into the building is not 
completely surprising, given 
Google's laid-back culture. 
Dubbed the "Googleplex." 
the Manhattan office of the 
Mountain View, Calif.-based 
company offers a relaxed work- 
space, built around a team con- 
cept that has people sharing 
offices and cubicles connected 
in groups. It also offers free 
food, massage therapy, yoga 
classes, and ski trips, according 
to Google's jobs Web site. 
Company officials did not 
comment on a report that 
the search for the snake even 
included a missing snake flier. 
"A snake was lost; 
it was not an April 
Fool's joke. It was 
found last night." 
Ellen West | Google Spokeswoman 
The Web site Vallewag, a tech- 
nology gossip Web site based in 
Silicon Valley, posted a photo of 
the flier, complete with a photo 
of the reptile. 
The flier described the snake 
as "non-venomous" and "not 
dangerous," and responsive to 
the name "Kaiser," according to 
the Web site. 
French train beats world speed record 
By Ingrid Rousseau 
The Associated Press 
ABOARD TRAIN V150. France 
— The speedometer climbed 
higher and higher and so did 
my heart rate. 
Inside the last of three double- 
decker airs sandwiched hetwecn 
two engines those ol us aboard the 
IK ndi bullet train trying to set the 
S|M ti I record on conventional raiLs 
watched the digital numbers flash 
on a screen in kilometers |X'r hour 
400,450,500,550. 
looking out the windows, the 
French countryside liecame a 
green blur. 
Then the magic number 
appeared: 547.fi kph, or 357.2 niph 
liister than any humans had 
ever trawled in a train on rails. 
As fast as an airplane, but on the 
ground. 
I lie iiir pressure made my ears 
ache. 
Frankly. I was happy when it 
was over — and not because tlie 
journey quite literally ended in 
Champagne 
The chrome and black V150 
looked majestic as its engines 
hummed on theplatfonn nearthe 
town of Preny, east of Fans, before 
luesday'snvordnin. 
For its mission to break the speed 
record, the train was modified with 
a 25,000-hoisepower engine, and 
adjustments also were made to the 
track, notably the liankingon turns. 
The rails wen: treated so (lie wheels 
could make perfect contact, and 
electrical power in the overhead 
cable was increased from 25,000 
volts to 31,000 volts. 
FABBB0 LEVSQUE RECOURA 
FLYING OVER RAILS: In this photo. Alstom Transport and the Reseau Ferre de France (RFF), or French Railway Infrastructure, the 
high-speed French train, with a souped-up engine and wheels, breaks the world speed record near Grigny. eastern ranee. Tuesday. April I. 
2007. reaching 5748 kph (357.2 mph) 
The V150 was equipped with 
larger wheels than the normal 
French T'GV — or "train a grande 
Vitesse" — to cover more ground 
with each rotation, said /Main 
Cuccaroni. in charge of the techni- 
cal aspects of testing French TGVs 
normally cruise at about 1115 mph. 
But this was more than a stunt 
The demonstration was meant to 
showcase technology that France 
wants to sell to multibillion-dollar 
overseas markets such as ("hina 
In Preny, tension aboard the 
VI50 mounted as the doors closed 
— it was too kite to turn back 
Alstom Transports, which built the 
train, transformed the passenger 
cars into a laboratory for the event 
so technicians could gather data to 
improve future! GVs. 
As the train quickly gathered 
speed on a new rail line to open in 
June between Paris and Strasbourg, 
we watched a mini-pendulum 
suspended by reporters to gauge 
the train's sway journalists were 
not buckled in, but were told not 
to move because we might inter- 
fere with live television broadcasts 
from the train. 
When we hit 242 mph, it felt like 
an airplane taking off. Tile pres- 
sure sent pains through my ears as 
we rocketed past applauding and 
cheering crowds on bridges and 
adjacent country roads. 
Outside, the train roared by like 
a jet, sparks spit from the over- 
head power lines and a trail of dust 
sprayed out behind. 
Inside, the pendulum swung 
widely, and tlie train shook and 
roared. 
We soon broke the 1990 record 
of 3202 mph — also set by a 
French train. 
Then, near the village of Le 
Chemin, we hit the record of 
3572 mph. 
The train was speeding far faster 
than a passenger jet taking off. In 
fact, W8 kept up with planes flying 
overhead taking photos. 
I thought we were about to 
derail. 
Only 15 minutes had passed 
since we departed. 
Officials aboard applauded, and 
the train immediately slowed. 
In comparison to its recoid, its 
cruising speed of around 190 mph 
felt escargot-paced. 
DodgeBali 
Q ^ ~ a Q    9 
Program: 
Register at University Dining Service locations across campus during March 
26th thru April 19th for a chance to participate in the "Dodge Ball Tournament'' 
sponsored by Pepsi and University Dining Services. 
The Falcon x Nest at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Zza s (a} Night 
The Black Swamp Pub 
Chily s Express Convenience Store 
Neighborhood Deli (aj, Commons 
The Buffet @ Commons 
Kreischer SunDial 
Shadows 
McDonald Dining Center- 
Mac 's Pizzeria 
Temptations Convenience Store 
Founders Dining Center 
Kravings L 
Destinations Snack Bar and Convenience Store 
Twenty-Four (24) contestants and six (6) alternates will be drawn from University 
Dining Service locations. There will be four (4) six (6) man teams competing for the 
top prize. Each contestant will be randomly selected to form the four (4) teams in 
the tournament. Open to BGSU student who are at least 18 years old. Proper attire 
and shoes required. 
Teams will be competing for the following prizes: 1st place S100 Best Buy, 
2nd place S75 Best Buy, 3rd place $50 Best Buy, 4th place $25 Best Buy. All 
contestants will receive a copy of "DodgeBali" the movie. (Each contestant will 
receive the prize listed above for the place the team finishes.) 
The DodgeBali Tournament will be held in the Field House Thursday, April 26th at 
7:00pm .   Winners will be notified by phone and email. 
No Purchase Necessary to Register 
STUABTRAMSOM . AP PHOTO 
LOOKNG GOOD: Keith Richards appears m the press room of the Rock & Roll Hall of 
Fame induction ceremony. March 12.2007. in New York Richards was a presenter In com- 
ments published Tuesday. April 5.2007. the 65-year-old Rolling Stones guitarist said he had 
snorted his father's ashes mixed with cocaine 
Cocaine and dad's ashes 
LONDON (AP) — Keith 
Richards has acknowledged 
consuming a raft of illegal 
substances in his time, but 
this may top them all. 
In comments published 
yesterday, the 63-year-old 
Rolling Stones guitarist said 
he had snorted his father's 
ashes mixed with cocaine. 
"The strangest thing I've 
tried to snort? My father. I 
snorted my father," Richards 
was quoted as saying by 
British music magazine NME. 
"He was cremated and I 
couldn't resist grinding him 
up with a little bit of blow. My 
dad wouldn't have cared," he 
said. "... It went down pretty 
well, and I'm still alive." 
Richards' father, Bert, died 
in 2002, at 84. 
Richards, one of rock's leg- 
endary wild men, told the 
magazine that his survival was 
"The strangest thing 
I've tried to snort? 
My father, I snorted 
my father." 
Keith Richards | Musician 
the result of luck, and advised 
young musicians against try- 
ing to emulate him. 
"I did it because that was 
the way I did it. Now people 
think it's a way of life," he was 
quoted as saying. 
"I've no pretensions about 
immortality," he added. "I'm 
the same as everyone ... just 
kind of lucky. 
"I was No. 1 on the 'who's 
likely to die' list for 10 years. 
I mean, I was really disap- 
pointed when 1 fell off the 
list," Richards said. 
Competitive programs top 
television ratings wee 
By Lynn Elbcr 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES — Whether on 
the "American Idol" stage, the 
dance floor or the basketball court, 
competition had television view- 
ers hooked last week, 
Five of tlie top 10 spots were 
claimed by dual performance- 
results episodes of Fox's sing- 
ing contest and ABC's "Dancing 
with the Stars," and by the NCAA 
Final Four game on CBS in which 
Florida defeated UC1A to advance 
to the finals against Ohio State. 
The Gators' victory over the 
Buckeyes on Monday wasn't part 
of the weekly ratings released yes- 
terday by Nielsen Media Research. 
Coilege basketball helped CBS 
grab the weekly ratings crown 
from Fox. which is used to rul- 
ing during the run of "Idol." The 
UCLA-Florida game drew almost 
14.37 million viewers, a 9 percent 
increase over last year's compa- 
rable game benveen UCLA and 
Louisiana State University. 
CBS also had the top-rated 
scripted series with "CSI: Crime 
Scene Investigation" at No 3 and 
another strong player with the 
lames Woods drama "Shark." 
which posted its highest weekly 
ranking, in seventh place, among 
total viewers. 
But Fox still claimed victory 
for the week among the young 
adult 18-to-49 viewers that 
advertisers favor. 
For the week. CBS averaged 
11.4 million viewers (73 rating, 12 
share), Fox had 10.4 million (63. 
11), ABC 8.7 million (5.7,10), NBC 
7.3 million (4.9,8), CW 2.8 million 
(1.9, 3), My Network TV 960,000 
(0.7, 1) and the i network had 
750,000(0.5,1). 
Among the Spanish-language 
networks, Univision was in front 
with 3.7 million viewers last week 
(2.0 rating, 3 share), Telemundo 
had 760,000 (0.5, 1), TeleFutura 
500,000 (03,0) and Azteca 130,000 
(0.1,0). 
Among the evening newscasts, 
NBC's "Nightly News" regained 
the top spot from ABC's "World 
News." The NBC program drew 
8.1 million viewers (5.7, 12) com- 
pared to ABC's 7.9 million (5.6,12). 
"CBS Evening News" had 62 mil- 
lion (4.4.9). 
,he Graduate 
You deserve an UPGRADE! 
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Protestors out in force to oppose the end of the parliament 
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PROTESTING THE PRIME MINISTER: Supporters ol Ukrainian Prime Minister V.lctor 
Yanukovych gather in Independence Square in Kiev. Ukraine. Tuesday. April 5.2007 Some 
thousands of the prime minister's supporters streamed into the Ukrainian capital Tuesday to 
protest the presidents order to dissolve parliament and call early elections, ending a shaky 
political truce with his chief rival 
By Mara D. EUllaby 
The Associated Press 
KIEV, Ukraine — Thousands 
of flag-waving supporters of 
Ukraine's prime minister set 
up a camp near (he parliament 
building yesterday to protest 
a decision by the pro Western 
president to dissolve the legis- 
lative body and call for early 
elections. 
The two leaders, whose rival- 
ry dates to the 2004 Orange 
Revolution that swept President 
Viktor Yushchenko to power, 
met in Yushchenko's office for 
a four-hour talk to try to resolve 
the standoff — the most seri- 
ous political crisis in Ukraine 
in years. 
At their start, Yushchenko 
adopted a lecturing tone, 
reminding Prime Minister 
Viktor Yanukovych that "accord- 
ing to the constitution, a presi- 
dential order must be fulfilled." 
Yanukovych sat opposite the 
president at a small oval table, 
looking glum. The meeting 
ended without a statement to 
the media. 
"According to the constitution, a 
presidential order must be fulfilled." 
Viktor Yushchenko I President 
Yushchenko stood byhisorder 
Monday dissolving Ukraine's 
parliament and calling for elec- 
tions, and appealed for support 
from foreign ambassadors, law 
enforcement officials and gov- 
ernors as hundreds of his sup- 
porters set up their own tents on 
Independence Square. 
Yanukovych said the major- 
ity coalition in the 450-seat leg- 
islature would continue meet- 
ing until the Constitutional 
Court rules on the validity of 
Yushchenko's order. 
The crisis, which has been 
building for months, followed 
the breakdown of an awkward 
power-sharing agreement 
between the president and the 
prime minister, who is support- 
ed by Russia. 
Under that pact, reached In 
August, Yushchenko accepted 
Yanukovych's return as prime 
minister in exchange for guar- 
antees he would support the 
president's domestic and foreign 
policies. Yushchenko has since 
accused Yanukovych of violat- 
ing that agreement. 
The United States and Russia 
appealed for calm in this nation 
of 47 million that is now caught 
between its historic ties to 
Moscow and its aspirations to 
move closer to Europe. 
Although the two leaders are 
separated by such ideological 
differences as whether Ukraine 
shou Id join NATO or more close- 
ly align with Russia, much of 
the wrangling has been widely 
viewed as efforts by their finan- 
cial backers and power-brokers 
seeking to protect business inter- 
ests. Several business groupsare 
known to be vying for Influence 
over lucrative enterprises — for 
example, ventures connected to 
the country's natural gas trans- 
port system. 
Despite   the   rallies,  there 
was little tension in the cap- 
ital Tuesday and no notice 
able increase in the number 
of police. 
Yanukovych's backers mar- 
shaled thousands of supporters 
In the capital. Kiev, waving hluc- 
and white Hags and the red 
flags of his Communist coali- 
tion partners, and setting up a 
tent camp neat the parliament 
building. 
By evening, several hundred 
Yushchenko supporters had 
moved onto Independence 
Square to erect about 30 tents 
and listen to hands, evoking 
memories of 2004 when dem- 
onstrators  camped   for  weeks 
until the Supreme Court nul- 
lified Vanukovych's election 
victory, yushchenko, who was 
disfigured by dioxin poisoning 
during the campaign, won a 
repeat vole. I he mystery ol how 
he was poisoned has never been 
solved. 
Yanukovych staged a remark- 
able comeback last year, when 
his party won the largest share 
in parliamentary voting. 
Britain calls for direct talks for 
the release of captured sailors 
By Tariq Panja 
The Associated Press 
LONDON — Britain called for 
direct talks with Iran over 15 
captive Britons yesterday after 
speaking for the first time 
with the chief Iranian nego- 
tiator. The announcement fol- 
lowed the sudden release of an 
Iranian diplomat in Iraq that 
raised new hope In resolving 
the standoff. 
In a statement late yester- 
day, Prime Minister Blair's 
Downing Street office said 
"both sides share a desire for 
an early resolution to this issue 
through direct talks." 
Hours after Foreign 
Secretary Margaret cautioned 
against expecting a swift reso- 
lution to the crisis, Downing 
Street struck an upbeat note, 
announcing there had been 
"further contacts" between the 
two countries, including with 
chief negotiator Ali I .u ij.mi. 
°The prime minister remains 
committed to resolving this by 
diplomatic means. The UK has 
proposed direct bilateral dis- 
cussions and awaits an Iranian 
response on when these can 
begin." Blair's office said. 
Earlier. Iranian diplomat 
lalal Sharafi arrived in Tehran, 
hours after he was freed by bis 
captors in Iraq, officials said. 
He was seized Feb. 4 by uni- 
formed gunmen in Karradah, 
a Shiite-controlled district of 
Baghdad. 
"... both sides share 
a desire for an early 
resolution to this 
issue." 
Prime Minister's Office 
His release also suggests 
the standoff over the captive 
Britons may end with a de facto 
prisoner swap — something 
both Tehran and London have 
publicly discounted. 
Iran alleged the diplomat 
had been abducted by an Iraqi 
military unit commanded by 
U.S. forces — a charge repeated 
by several Iraqi Shiite lawmak- 
ers. U.S. authorities denied any 
role in bis disappearance. 
In Baghdad, an Iraqi Foreign 
Ministry official said the Iraqi 
government had exerted pres- 
sure on those holding Sharafi to 
release him — but he would not 
identify who had held Sharafi. 
But another senior govern- 
ment official said Iraqi intel- 
ligence had been holding him. 
Both officials spoke on condi- 
tion of anonym ity because they 
were not supposed to release 
the information, 
Sharafi was a second secre- 
tary at the Iranian Embassy 
involved in plans to open a 
branch of the Iranian national 
bank. U.S. officials allege that 
Iran provides money and weap- 
ons to Iraqi Shiite militias. 
Now 
Offering 
3 Bedroom Specials 
and 4 bedroom Specials for May Move-In 
High Speed Internet 
Private Bathrooms 
Private Shuttle 
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Summit Street 
 A PA RT M E NTS — 
• Central downtown location 
• Unfurnished 
• On-site laundry 
• Air conditioned 
• Remodeled units 
• 2 story loft style 
apartments available 
• Efficiences start at 
S345/mo + electric 
• One Bedrooms start at 
S400/mo + electric 
445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352-0717 
WWW.dHttNBKIARRtNTALS.COM 
• Furnished 
• Air Conditioned 
■ On-site laundry 
• 2 blocks from campus 
• Efficiences 
$315/mo + electric 
• One Bedroom Apts. 
$400/mo + electric 
International aid reaches survivors of tsunami 
By Meraiah FoUy 
The Associated Press 
HONIARA, Solomon Islands 
— The first boatloads of inter- 
national aid reached survivors 
of a devastating tsunami in the 
Solomon Islands yesterday, but 
officials warned of a dire food 
shortage if supplies don't quickly 
get to hundreds of people camped 
on remote hillsides. 
At least 28 people died in 
Monday's tsunami and quake, 
measured at a magnitude 
of 8.1 by the U.S. Geological 
Survey, The victims include a 
bishop and three worshippers 
killed when a wave hit a church 
and a New Zealand man who 
drowned trying to save his 
mother, who remains missing. 
Disaster officials said the toll 
was expected to rise as rescue 
crews reached outlying villages 
that were flattened by the waves. 
Bodies could lx- seen floating in 
the water by authorities conduct 
ing aerial surveys of the destruc- 
tion; there was no official count 
of those missing. 
Some of more than 2,000 
people who spent Monday night 
ramped on a hill behind the 
town of (lizo returned yesterday 
to look for supplies or loved ones. 
(Xhers were loo afraid to venture 
to the coast am id more than two 
dozen aftershocks, including 
at least tour of magnitude-6 or 
stronger. 
Julian Makaa of the National 
Disaster Management Office 
said more than 900 homes had 
been destroyed around (ii/o and 
about 5,000 people affected. 
Boats reached Gizo yester- 
day from the Solomons' capi- 
tal. 1 loniara. earning fixxl and 
other supplies some of which 
was distributed to survivors. 
But officials said shortages would 
become dire within days willout 
more help. 
"Then1 is no food available'' in 
Gizo and Noro. a nearby town, 
said government spokesman 
Alfred Maesulia.   "Some settle- 
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DAVi GIZO 
CLEANING UP: Residents of Giro in the Western Province of the Sobir 
move a boat Tuesday. April i. 2007. that was washed ashore after a tsunami hit then town on 
Monday April 2 
ments   have  been  completely 
wiped out by the waves.'' 
Australia, New Zealand, the 
International Red Cross and the 
United Nations were among 
those offering aid, but no formal 
relief plan was announced alter 
a day of meetings by senior gov- 
ernment nlliciak Makaa said the 
airport had been cleared of debris 
and would reopen today. 
Sbukictorsand 13 nurses would 
be among the first flown to the 
town-, of Miinda and (ii/o, where 
the legion's only hospital was 
inundated with water, he said. 
Before You 
Sign A Lease 
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your roommates? 
If ihey do not pay you have to! II they cause damage you could be held responsible. If your 
roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted! 
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. You are only 
responsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we take the loss not yon! 
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer a roommate matching program! 
Call today to find oui more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and amenities without the resort 
style price tag! 
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Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7    la" 
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4 
THE ENCLAVE I & II 
] 706 Napoleon Rd. 
1 877-819-6802 
(-ty      www t:ollec)t:pc)rkweb.com 
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One day of silence turns into a 17-year quiet; now, he speaks 
By Marcus Wohlsen 
P0IN1 REYES STATION, Calif, 
im someone who didrit speak 
tin 17 years, John Francis is making 
himself heard 
The 61-year-old environ- 
mentalisi kepi silenl Horn 1973 
in 1990 in protesl pollution, 
becoming ;i well-known figure 
in the San I rancisco H;i\ area's 
crowded gallery ol eccentrics, 
liui in the 17 years since he broke 
his silence, he has been making 
a living doing the very thing he 
once eschewed: talking. 
lie has Ixvn giving speeches 
around Ihe world, and is finding 
himself in great demand 
"I think it's the time for me to 
use my voice." Francis said "For 
the greater purpose, thats what 
I'm doing." 
In going from the fringe to the 
mainstream, he has followed the 
same arc as the environmental 
movement ilscll. 
In the 1970s, long before Al 
(.ore won an Oscar and movie 
stars drove hybrid cars, I-rancis 
became one of the country's first 
em celebrities, 
Francis arrived in the hippie 
hot zone of Marin County in 1969 
alter growing up in Philadelphia. 
Alter two oil tankers collided 
beneath the (ioklen Gate Bridge 
in 1971, spilling black crude 
in ins. San Prandsco Bay hands 
decided to give up cars. Then, he 
stupixil talking. 
At first, ihe silence was only sup- 
posed to last a day 
" llial one day was sort of a gift 
fur myscll and to give the town a 
resl Because I talked so much," 
he said 
The day became a week, then a 
month. Alter that, frauds would 
revisit his vow once a year and 
dei'ide whether to continue. Over 
the years, be made only a few 
exceptions to bis no-talking rule, 
such as when lie called his parents 
more than 10 years into his vow to 
tell tbeni he loved them. 
With his banjo and his back- 
pack, he wandered the country on 
foot and bicycle to demonstrate his 
belief that a lone individual follow- 
ing his conscience could inspire 
change, lie used hand gestures, 
nods, meaningful glances and. as 
a last resort, written notes to com- 
municate. 
In the tumult of the Bay Area 
counterculture. Francis' silence 
stood out. 
"Because I didn't speak, every- 
one paid attention." Francis said. 
Along the way, he earned a 
degree from Southern Oregon 
State College and a master's from 
the University of Montana without 
uttering a word. He also earned 
his doctorate in environmen- 
tal studies from the University of 
Wisconsin in near-total silence, 
though he piped up to defend his 
dissertation after he had started 
-peaking again. 
At the University of Montana, 
where he was a teaching assistant, 
he used his personal sign language 
to lead classroom discussions 
— a surprisingly effective teaching 
method, he said, because students 
were forced to work together to 
figure out what he was "saying." 
I le also managed to data "The 
girlfriends 1 had loved it that I didn't 
speak," Francis said, laughing. (He 
is now married and the'father of 
two young boys.) 
Stories about Francis appeared 
across the country as he named 
lirn Willse, now editor of The Star- 
ledger in Newark. N.J., was an 
Associated Press reporter in San 
Francisco in the mid-1970s when 
he wrote one of the first stories 
about Francis. 
"I didn't really believe he was 
everything he said he was," Willse 
says of their first meeting. "I 
thought he went home every night 
and got in his car and talked like a 
magpie." 
But over the years. Willse came 
to believe Francis was the real arti- 
cle, and Francis became a frequent 
ERIC RISBERG    APPHOTO 
SEVENTEEN YEARS OF SILENCE: John Francis stands near a path he often walks 
near his office m Point Reyes Staiion. Calif. Wednesday. Maich 21.2007. The 61-year-old 
environmentalist, whose long vow of silence to protest pollution gained him a nationwide 
following, now makes his living giving speeches around the world 
dinner guest at Willse's parties for 
local journalists. 
"It was some of the best din- 
ner table conversation I ever had," 
Willse said. 
In 1990, Francis chose April 22 
—Earth Day—to break his silence. 
"After 17 years of not speaking to 
heat my voice, I didn't recognize 
it," he recalls. 
He says he began speaking 
again because his ideas about sav- 
ing the environment had evolved. 
Effective environmentalist!!, he 
decided, meant fighting poverty 
and working for human rights. 
You've reached new heights. 
At Ernst & Young our commitment to your personal 
growth and success will get you moving in the right direction. 
Congratulations and welcome to our incoming 
class from Bowling Green State University. 
ey.com/us/careers 
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SELF - STORAGE 
•Near Campus 
•Low Rates 




Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
Summer 
Storage! 








Call 353-5800 or 
Visit Us Online at 
Www.meccabq.com 
Have a few places 
open NOW 
HillsdaleApts. 
1082 Fair view Ave. 
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh. 
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal 
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdtm) 
Air Conditioning 
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle 
"Ask about internet discount 
yccx 
Trey Aubrey 
842/846 Seventh St. 
2 Duplexes Left 
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths 
Evergreen Apts. 
215E.Po«Rd. 
Large l or 2 Bedroom 
Efficiencies 
Laundry on Site 
BGSU Bus Route 
Only 15 minute walk to campus! 
HeinzsiteApts. 
710 652 N. Enterprise 
1 & 2 Bedrooms 
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm 
Walking distance to campus! 
/fO&CA 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N. Main St. or 
Check Us Out at 
www.meccabg.com 
for full listing, 
 prices, & pictures! 
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SIDELINES 
THE MASTERS 
Tiger, Phil begin 
Juest for another 
reen Jacket 
Woods and Mickelson have 
won five of the last six 
Masters Green Jackets. Will 
this weekend's tournament 
at Augusta National be a 
two-man show, or will other 
contenders emerge from the 




vs. Xavier; 3 p.m. 
OUR CALL 
On the way up 
Rutgers women's team: 
They may not have 
won it all. but the 
No. 4 seed out 
of the Greensboro Region 
proved all it needed to in 
winning game after game 
and advancing to the finals. 
On the way down 
Reggie Bush: The former 
Heisman Trophy 
Winner has been 
banned from the 
Playboy Mansion for "non- 
Playgirl related misconduct." 
We get the feeling this won't 
stop him from being around 
attractive women, just not 
in a house with anyone over 
the age of 60. 
The List 
Now that the 2006-07 
NCAA basketball season is 
behind us, it's time to turn 
our attention to the NBA 
Draft. Here are the top five 
players who'll be eligible for 
the draft this summer: 
1. Kevin Durant: Its 
too early to say if he's the 
next Carmelo Anthony (or 
better), but after a dominant 
freshman year it's clear to 
see he's ready to succeed on 
the next level. 
2. Greg Oden: 
Another freshman who. 
had it not been for the 
mandatory one-year in 
college rule, would be 
making another for himself 
in the NBA. Oden was a 
non-factor most of the 
tourny but redeemed himself 
in the championship game. 
3. Brandan Wright: 
The 19-year-old power 
forward out of North 
Carolina has enough 
potential to go around, 
some of which was seen in 
his flashes of brilliance this 
season. 
4.AIHorford: 
He's strong, fast and big, 
everything a college player 
needs to attrart some high 
pre-draft value. 
5. Corey Brewer: The 
6-foot-9 shooting guard, 
built in the mold of Tayshaun 
Prince, saw his draft value 
rise during the tournament 
and could be a real steal for 
some team. 
Falcons homer four 
times, post 19 runs in 
win over IPFW 
By Chays* H.ld 
Reporter 
After a slow start in the field that led 
to a two-run deficit, the BG baseball 
team's bats more than made up for 
six errors in a 19-10 victory over IPFW 
yesterday at Stellar Field. 
The Falcons' (13-141 impressive day 
at the plate was a welcome site for a 
learn that has been struggling produc- 
ing runs this season. BG pounded the 
IPFW pitching for 19 runs on 19 hits, 
includingsixhome runs. Three of those 
boniers were blasted by Robbie Foster, 
who began the game on the bench. 
"Today was a great hitter's day. and 
it's nice to see the bats come around 
... because they have been silent way 
too often, especially since we've got- 
ten back from Florida," said BG coach 
Danny Schmitz. 
IPFW (4-23) took advantage of two 
Falcon errors in the first three innings 
to take a 3-1 lead off starter Marty Baird 
going into the bottom of the third. 
That lead would not last long, as BG 
put up five runs in the third, fourth and 
seventh innings to quell any hopes of 
an IPFW upset. 
"Our defense as a whole has been 
pretty good. We have our moments like 
today, but when you put 19 runs on the 
board you really don't notice them as 
much," Schmitz said. "If you're not put- 
ting runs on the board and you make 
those kind of errors, they usually come 
back to haunt you." 
Third baseman GhrisGacom started 
the offensive barrage for BG in the third 
with a double off of IPFW starter Brett 
Merkley and was promptly brought 
home by a Brian I langbers single. Kurt 
Wells followed 1 langbers with a game- 
tying, RBI double. Shortstop Derek 
JORDAN FLOWER    IWBGNEWS 
TWIST IT OUT: Second baseman Derek Spencer turns a double play yesterday as IPFWs Nick Mlspaucjh slides in The Falcons won the game at Stellar Field. 19-10 
Spencer then capped off the inning 
with a two-run homer, the first of his 
career, to put the Falcons up 6-3. 
Merkley's 9.28 ERA to begin the 
game was not helped any, as the fresh- 
man finished the game giving up five 
earned runs on five BG hits in 2.2 
innings pitched. 
The pitching change didn't reverse 
the fortunes of IPFW, as llangbers 
highlighted the Falcons' fourth-inning 
outburst with his fifth home run of the 
season, a two-run shot to right-center. 
Left fielder Dennis Vaughn added a 
RBI single while catcher Travis Owens 
drove in BG's 10th and 11th runs with a 
two-out double. 
"Today was a great 
hitter's day, and it's nice 
to see the bats come 
around." 
Danny Schmitz | BG Coach 
The Mastodons added a run in the 
sixth, four in the eight and another in 
two more in the ninth, but that would 
be as close as IPFW would come. 
Baird (2-2) recorded the win for BG, 
going five innings and giving up three 
runs, all unearned. 
Foster led 14 different Falcons record- 
ing hits with his three homers and five 
RBIs. 
"The wind was blowing out so that 
helped me a little bit. I was just up there 
trying to pul ihe bat on the ball. I was 
just fortunate to get a lew out of here," 
Foster said. 
Spencer raised his batting average 
(o .522 with two hits, including a home 
run and two RBIs. llangbers added 
three RBIs while Owens and Mike 
Barnard also knocked home two run- 
ners. 
Next up for BG is Xavier today at 
home. First pitch at Stellar Field is 
scheduled for 3 p.m. 
TENNESSEE 591 RUTGERS 46 
Track and field begins outdoor season 
MARK DUNCAN i APPHOTO 
CELEBRATE: Tennessee's Alberta Auguste (53) hoists up teammate Shannon Bobbitt 
as Rutgers' Essence Carson walks by alter the NCAA Women's national championship. 
Lady Volunteers 
claim NCAA title 
ByTomWithrr. 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND — Everyone is 
gazing up at good ol' Rocky Top 
again. 
After a nine-year tide drought. 
Tennessee   and   coach   Pat 
Summitt are NCAA champions. 
The Lady Vols captured an 
elusive seventh national title last 
night, beating Rutgers to the ball 
for second and third shots in a 
59-46 win to reclaim their cus- 
See TOURNY | Page 12 
By Joih Wh.tharholt 
Reporter 
The women's track team kicked 
off theoutdoor season this week- 
end placing fifth out of seven 
teams at Toledo. 
The Falcons had several high 
points during the meet, but 
none were as big as TaKarra 
Dunning's performance in the 
shot put, where she threw 48'8", 
far enough to set a new outdoor 
school record and qualify her 
for the NCAA Mid-East Regional 
meet in May. Dunning a sopho- 
more, will make her second trip 
to the regional meet. 
"It's great lo have her qualify at 
the first meet of the season," said 
coach Cami Wells. "She's been a 
constant force for us all year." 
Dunning also placed fifth in (he 
discus and fifth in the hammer 
throw where she earned another 
personal best of 141'1". 
Among other throwers. Iiiuren 
Bryant placed fourth in the discus 
with a throw of 126' 1" and fifth in 
the shot put with a throw of 42'6". 
The javelin throwers, Andi 
Bunko and Kylie Korsnack. were 
also representing well as they took 
first and third respectively. Bunko 
took first with a throw of 136'6", 
only two meters off the qualifying 
mark which \vould give her her 
third trip to the regional meet, and 
Korsnack took third with a four 
foot personal best throw of 114'. 
The Falcons also took gold 
in the 4x100 meter relay widi a 
team of Nicole Standback. lessica 
White, Ashley Spates and Shantell 
Lewis with a time of 47.67. 
"It's a nice confidence booster 
for them to win the first race of the 
season," Wells said. "There's a very 
talented group there." 
See TRACK | Page 12 
West Virgina's Beilein to coach Michigan 
By Larry Lag* 
The Associated Press 
Michigan hired lohn Beilein to 
coach its men's basketball team, 
a week after he led West Virginia 
to the NIT championship. 
Beilein told his players of the 
decision yesterday at a team 
meeting in Morgantown. WVa. 
"It was just the right thing for 
me to do at this time," Beilein 
said outside the WVU Coliseum. 
"There's never a good time to 
leave." 
Beilein, who took a downtrod- 
den program to two NCAA tour- 
naments in five seasons, takes 
overa Michigan team that hasn't 
made the NCAAs since 1998. 
Beilein's West Virginia teams 
made deep runs in the NCAA 
tournament the previous two 
seasons and the Mountaineers 
beat Clemson 78-73 for the NIT 
title last week. WVU, which won 
22 games during the regular sea- 
son, felt slighted when it wasn't 
chosen for this year's NCAA 
tournament. 
There will be high expecta- 
tions at Michigan, which fired 
Tommy Amaker in mid-March 
after the Wolverines went to 
the NIT for the third time in 
four years. 
Beilein went 104-60 at West 
Virginia, including 27-9 this year 
despite losinghistopfourscorers 
from a year ago. Only one other 
team in school history amassed 
more wins — a lerry West-led 
See BEILEIN | F (12 
JEFFGENTNIR    AP PHOTO 
WOLVERINIZED: Coach John Berlem 
directs WVU players in a game Feb. 7.2007. 
I • 
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AMYSANCETTA     ApPHf/ I 
NICE JACKET: 'is Masters Green Jacket from last yea's 
champion Tiger Woods after winning the 2006 Masters golf tournament 
Masters becoming 
Tiger & Phil show 
By Doug Ferguson 
11 .   ■'■ 
AUGUSTA   Ga. Daybreak 
,n Augusta National brought 
together the two most promi- 
nent figures at the Masters, the 
tirst showdown of the week 
between Tiger Woods and Phil 
Mickelson. 
Ok. so it was only yesterday. 
And it lasted only a split second. 
Woods showed up on the lirsi 
tee and looked back toward the 
putting green in  Mickelsorrs 
direction. 
"Lets go," he said. 
He was talking, of course, 
to Mark O'Meara, who picked 
up his pill halls and joined his 
buddy lor a practice round. 
ftiseas] toexaggeratetherival- 
ryofWoods anil Mickelson. espe- 
cially at the Masters. Snapshots 
on late Sunday afternoon the last 
lew years have been Mickelson 
slipping the green jacket on 
Woods, or vice versa. And while 
there are 97 players in this sear's 
tournament, at times it seems.is 
though there are only two. 
Woods won in 21X11 — ixlilk 
enough, the only time he has 
played with Mickelson in the 
final group at the Masters — and 
in 2(102. Mickelson won his first 
major at the Masters in 200-1. 
Woods answered with a playoff 
victory in 2(X).r>. Mickelson won 
in a walk in 2006. 
It is reminiscent of the early 
1960s, when Arnold Palmer 
and lack N'icklaus traded green 
jackets. 
"I hope mil." Mickelson said, 
"because that would mean 
what I don't want it to mean 
this week.'' 
Champion Gators begin uncertain future 
By Mark Long 
The Associated Press 
AT1ANTA — Coach Billy 
Donovan spent several hours 
after the national champion- 
ship game mingling with family 
and friends, and socializing with 
school officials. 
Sony Honda fans, he didn't 
agree to a new contract. 
He didn't talk to Kentucky, 
either. But it could happen 
soon. 
Donovan's future — along 
with those of stars Ctorey Brewer, 
laurean Green, Al Horford and 
Inakim Noah—tookcenler stage 
yesterday, just a few hours after 
the (iators etched their names 
on another national champion- 
ship trophy and secured a s|x>t 
in NCAA history with an 84-75 
victory against Ohio State. 
"I haven't talked to any- 
body, and everybody's look- 
ing for answers from me like 
I'm having all these behind- 
the-scenes conversations and 
I'm working these angles," 
Donovan said Tuesday. "None 
of that is going on." 
At least not yet. 
Donovan acknowledged that 
his agent could have talked to 
the Wildcats, and he expressed 
admiration for the storied pro- 
gram in the Bluegrass State 
But he also said he intends to 
stay at llorida. He talked about 
his loyalty to the Gators and ath- 
letic director leremy l-oley and 
his desire to "build tradition over 
a period of time" in Gainesville. 
In short, he gave fans in 
Horida and Kentucky hope. 
"It's hard for me to comment 
about anything," Donovan said. 
"I think people maybe feel like 
I'm being coy or trying to move 
around the questions. I'm not 
doing that. There's nothing for 
me to say at all. 1 haven't spoken 
to anybody so my intentions are 
to be at the University of Florida 
and coach their basketball team, 
and I'm happy there." 
The Gators, behind a 
barrage of It-pointers and 
Donovan's astute game plan, 
became the first team to win 
consecutive championships 
since Duke in 1992. 
BEILEIN 
From Page II 
team that lost to California in 
the NCAA championship game 
in 1959. 
The 54-year-old Beilcin, 
under contract through the 
2011-12 season, was to earn at 
least S740.000 per season with 
annual increases of $20,000. 
Wherever he's coached, 
Beilein has been a success, 
taking teams without great 
talent to five NCAA tourna- 
ments and six NIT' appear- 
ances in 29 seasons. His I -3-1 
defense gives opponents fits 
and his offense ranked sec- 
ond in the country averaging 
10.3 3-pointers this season. 
In only one of his five previ- 
ous coaching jobs has Beilein 
stayed more than five years. He 
spent nine years at LeMoyne, 
then five apiece at C iuiisius and 
Richmond before coming to 
West Virginia, where he recent- 
ly completed his fifth season. 
TOURNY 
From Page 11 
tomary place above all other 
programs. 
Rutgers coach C. Vivian 
Stringer had hoped to win her 
first title, 25 years after her 
first national title appearance. 
Instead, Summitt won her sev- 
enth, 20 years after her first. 
"I can't even describe it," 
said Tennessee's Ail-American 
Candace Parker."This is what 
everyone came to Tennessee 
to do, and we did it." 
Parker scored 17 points to 
lead the Volunteers (34-3), but 
the game's most outstanding 
player got plenty of help from 
Shannon Bobbin and a sup- 
porting cast of less-heralded 
teammates, who too often 
this season stood around and 
watched her. 
Not this time. 
The Lady Vols, trophy-less in 
their past five tottrnament vis- 
its, wanted this title — badly. 
TON* DSJAK 
FREE HUGS: Rutgeis coach C. Vivian 
Strmgef. left, hugs hei good fiiend 
Tennessee coach Pat Summit! piior to the 
NCAA Women's national championship in 
Cleveland 
And it showed. Almost from 
the outset, they outworked 
the young Scarlet Knights 
(27-9), who waited until the 
final game of an improbable 




Sabrina FOrstien took second for 
the Falcons in the pole vault with a 
six inch personal best of 10'6", only 
six inches off first place. 
"She's been very consistent," 
Wells said of Forstien. "She's done 
a very nice job for us this year." 
Yemoja Marotta also finished 
third in the 400 meter dash with a 
time of 59.78. 
Kim Senle and lamie Roflow. 
traveled with Wells to Palo Alto, CA 
for the Stanford Invitational this 
weekend to try and take advan- 
tage of the stout competition 
there. A meet record 316 athletes 
qualified for regional meets while 
at Stanford this weekend. 
Roflow who competed in the 
5000 meter nin. fought through 
a bacterial infection to come 
through with a time of 17:40.18. 
"lamie always gives her best 
effort, but these things happen 
sometimes," Wells said. 
Settle, competing in the 1500, 
had a rough start, getting boxed 
in eariy, but still came out with a 
personal best time of 4:44.12. 
"If she hadn't gotten boxed in, I 
think she couldVe gone four sec- 
onds faster, but it's good learning 
experience," Wells said. "She did a 
way good job to come out and get 
a PR. I think she could have a very 
good season." 
Settle will he focusing on the 
3000 meter steeple chase event at 
the upcoming meet in Cincinnati 
where she hopes to meet the 
regional qualifying time of 10:50. 
The Falcons will be together 
as a team for the first time this 
outdoor season as they trav- 
el down to Cincinnati for the 
Oliver Nikoloff Invitational this 
Saturday where they will com- 
pete against Cincinnati. Dayton, 
Morehead State, Wright State 
and Xavier among others. The 
Falcons will hope to get payback 
against Cincinnati who defeated 
the Falcons in lanuary at the BG 
Invitational. 
You Want it? We Got it! 
Apartments Available for Rent 
2007-2008 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
517 REED STREET-/UTrwsrin. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $400 
707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $395 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
825 THIRD STREET Pets ^//owed' 
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath, 
jv-hool Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $410 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $385 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
839 SEVENTH STREET 
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $460 
One Year • One Person Rate - $395 
810-815 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $435 
One Year-One Person Rate $370 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
831 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485 
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE 
Unfurnished, 11'2 baths, Dishwasher. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
402 HIGH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490 
835 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490 
505CLOUGH.8ehmdK/ntos. 
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School 
Year-Two Person Rate-$630 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
EFFICIENCIES 
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 
818 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475 
521 E. MERRY -NearOffenhauer 
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655 
One Year -Two Person Rate - $565 
701 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. 
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
840-850 SIXTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths. 
School Year -Two Person Rate- $650 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540 
PETS ALLOWED AT: 
451THURSTIN AVENUE 
Across the street from Offenhauer 
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath, 
assigned parking and laundry in the building 
School Year - One Person Rate- $395 
One Year - One Person Rate - $365 
PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet 
deposit in the following buildings: 
517 E. Reed Street 
403 High Street 
825 Third Street 
802 Sixth Street 
831 Seventh Street 
• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price 
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE 
640 Eighth Street 
841 Eighth Street 
725 Ninth Street 
733, 755.777 Manville 
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE 
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon 
We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008 
.--JOHN  
NEWLOVE 
%e*t SAtate, Inc. 
II    III!  L  ||    I I   I I        •  ■        I I  I I 
319 E. Wooster Sued, Bowling Green, OH 
(Located Across From Taco Bell) 
Rental Office 419-354-2260 
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30  Sat 8:30 5:00 
wwwjotinnewloverealestatecom 
Critter Friendly 
730 ELM ST: 
2 bedroom /1 bath unfinished 
house. Nice yard with off street 
parking. $625.00 per month 
plus utilities. 
521 S.PROSPECT #B: 
2 bedroom unfurnished duplex. 
Quiet neighborhood. 
$410 * utilities per month. 
PETS    LOVE    US! 
316 RIDGE ST. FRONT: 
2 bedroom unlurnished duplex. 
Close to campus. W/D hook ups. 
$735 + utilities per month. 
534 S. COLLEGE: 
3 bedroom house. 
W/D hook ups. 
Tenants pay all utilities 
$900.00 per month. 
"We've got a place for everyone!' 
&£g/A/A//.V£ MAY 9, 
rr's TH& 1 C^A^O TO C^AP^Y 
AT e>&$w 
It's your student ID. 
It's your purchasing card. 
Show it to make purchases 
anywhere on campus and at 
select off-campus merchants. 
It's your ticket to 
dining options. 
Swipe it at University dining 
centers, the Union, select 
vending machines, even some 
off-campus restaurants. 
You can add funds to your 
BG1 Card at multiple locations 
on campus and 
by phone, fax and mail. 





THE 1 CARD TO CARRY. 
For more information: 
http://8G I Card.BGSU.edu 
Phone: 419.372.4127   Email: bg lcard@bgsu edu 
In person: BG1 Card Services Center 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
BGSU. ■ On May 4, BGSU will discontinue the BiG Charge and bursaring. 
WWWBGNEWS.COM NATION Wednesday. AptH 4.200713 
Journalist freed from federal prison 
By David Kravcti 
The Associated Press 
SAN FRANCISCO — A freelance 
videographer walked out of fed- 
eral prison yesterday after spend- 
ing more lime behind bars than 
any other journalist for refusing to 
testify to a grand jury.   • 
loshua Wolf, 24, in a deal with 
prosecutors, posted online the 
unaired videotape that he had 
refused to give federal authorities, 
defense lawyer David Greene said. 
U.S. District Judge William Alsup, 
who had jailed Wolf for 226 days, 
had approved his release eariier 
in the day. 
"loshua Utolf has complied with 
the grand jury subpoena," pros- 
ecutor leftrey Finigan said in court 
papers filed yesterday. 
Wolf spent more than seven 
months in a federal prison in 
Dublin, Gilif. after refusing to 
obey a subpoena to turn over his 
videotape of a chaotic 2005 San 
Francisco street protest during the 
G-8 summit. 
The govemmenl is investigat- 
ing how a San Francisco police 
officer's skull was fractured during 
the melee and who set a police 
car on fire. 
The footage Wolf posted yester- 
day does not show those events, 
Greene said. 
Prosecutors said they were not 
inclined to seek his grand jury tes- 
timony, though they left open the 
possibility that he could be sub- 
poenaed again later. 
"I will not under any circum- 
stances testify Wore a grand jury," 
Wolf said as he left the prison. 
Wolfs lawyers had argued that 
the First Amendment gave him 
the right to refuse the subpoena 
for unaired video. 
The judge, however, cited a 
1972 U.S. Supreme Court niling 
that the U.S. Constitution does 
BEN MARGOT    AP PHOTO 
FREEDOM: Joshua Wolf. left, wheels his belongings in the parking lot ol the Federal 
Correctional Institution in Dublin. Califs Tuesday. April 3.2007. Wolf a freelance videogra- 
pher. was released Tuesday after spending time behind bars. 
not entitle reporters, or anybody 
else, to withhold confidential 
sources or unpublished material 
from a grand jury investigation or 
criminal trial. 
No federal shield law protects 
reporters, unlike California's 
shield law which allows reporters 
to keep sources and unpublished 
material secret. 
Wolf's incarceration time sur- 
passed that of Vanessa Leggett, a 
Houston freelancer who served 
168 days in 2001 and 2002 for 
refusing to reveal unpublished 
material about a murder case. 
Radiation labels change 
LAURIE BOGUE    AP PHOTO 
ON GUARD: Law enforcement offices are posted outside the CNN Center in Atlanta 
Tuesday, April 3.2007. after a domestic dispute erupted in gunfire inside CNN's headquarters 
complex, killing one person and critically wounding another, authorities said. 
A murder at CNN 
By Maryann Mrowca 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — A domestic dispute 
enipted in gunfire at CNN's head- 
quarters complex yesterday, killing 
a woman and critically wounding 
the ex-boyfriend who pulled a gun 
on her, audiorities said. 
The man and woman were 
arguing near the main entrance of 
the complex when the man shot 
her, police officer lames Polite said. 
The armed man was then shot by a 
CNN security guard. 
The woman was pronounced 
dead on arrival at a hospital, 
authorities said. 1 Tie man was in 
critical condition. 
The woman, who worked at 
a hotel attached to CNN Center, 
was Clara Riddles, 22, of College 
llork. said Caryn Kboudi, a spokes- 
woman for the Texas-based Omni 
Hotel chain. 
Polite described the man as the 
woman's ex-boyfriend. Kboudi 
said that she did not know what 
Riddles did at the hotel, and that 
the hotel was not aware of any of 
the woman's domestic troubles. 
The victims were seen being car- 
ried out of the building on stretch- 
ers. The man's face was covered in 
blood and his shirt was removed. 
CNN reported that the offices 
of its Internet operations, CNN. 
com, were immediately evacuated. 
Video footage also showed polio' 
pointing guns at a man King on 
the ground at the bottom of an 
escalator inside the building. 
An announcement over the 
building's public-address system 
said there had been gunfire "with 
potential casualties." Police cor- 
doned "if an area by the escala- 
tors near the main entrance, facing 
Centennial Olympic Wuk. 
T'he park was the site of a bomb- 
ing that killed a woman and injured 
more than 100 people during the 
1996 Summer Olympics. 
" I heard four or five shots. I really 
didn't see it. I got out of there quick," 
said las Stanford, 27, who had been 
helping take down a temporary* 
stage in the park used for college 
basketball's Final Four festivities. 
Besides the Omni Hotel, the 
(i.\ \ complex also includes a large 
atrium and a food court. It is con- 
nected to Philips Arena, the home 
of the NBAs Atlanta Hawks. 
In the food court, Trina Johnson, 
44, of Atlanta, was with her daugh- 
ter on a family outing. 
"All of a sudden we heard a 
big boom. We thought it was an 
explosion," lohnson said. "We 
didn't see the gun. Fverybody just 
started running." 
Soon afterward, CNN coverage 
of die shooting was being shown 
on large-screen televisions inside 
the atrium, near where the snoot- 
ing had taken place. 
On Monday, a woman was 
shot and killed at the University 
of Washington in Seattle by an 
ex-boyfriend on whom she had 
sought a restraining order, police 
said. The man killed himself 
afterward. 
By Andrew Bridges 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — The gov- 
ernment proposed yesterday 
relaxing its rules on labeling of 
irradiated foods and suggested 
it may allow some products 
zapped with radiation to be 
called "pasteurized." 
The Food and Drug 
Administration said the proposed 
nile would require companies to 
label irradiated food only when 
the radiation treatment causes a 
material change to the product. 
Examples includes changes to 
the taste, texture, smell or shelf 
life of a food, which would Ix1 
flagged in the new labeling. 
The technique kills bac- 
teria but does not cause food 
to become radioactive. Recent 
outbreaks of foodbome illness 
have revived interest in irradia- 
tion, even though it is not suit- 
able for all food products. For 
example, irradiating diced Roma 
tomatoes makes them mushy, 
the FDA says. 
The FDA also proposed let- 
ting companies use the term 
"pasteurized" to describe irra- 
diated foods. To do so, they 
would have to show the FDA 
that the radiation kills germs as 
well as the pasteurization pro- 
cess does. Pasteurization typi- 
cally involves heating a product 
to a high temperature and then 
cooling it rapidly. 
In addition, the proposal 
would let companies petition the 
agency to use additional alter- 
nate tenns other than "irradi- 
ated," something already slowed 
by the Farm Security and Rural 
Investment Act of 2002 but that 
no firms have pursued, accord- 
ing to the FDA 
The FDA posted the proposed 
revisions to its niles on irradiated 
foods on its Web site yesterday, a 
day before they were to be pub- 
lished in the Federal Register. The 
FDA is publishing the proposal as 
required by the 2002 law. 
FDA will accept public com- 
ments on the proposal for 90 
days. A consumer group imme- 
diately urged the FDA to drop 
the idea. 
"This move by FDA would 
deny consumers clear informa- 
tion about whether they are buy- 
ing food that has been exposed to 
high doses of ionizing radiation," 
Wenonah Hauter, executive 
director of Food & Water Watch, 
said in a statement. 
The FDA acknowledges in the 
proposed rule that allowing alter- 
native ways of describing irradia- 
tion could confuse consumers: 
"Research indicates that many 
consumers regard substitute 
terms for irradiation to be mis- 
leading," the proposal reads in 
part. 
But the requirement that 
the new labeling explain why a 
product was irradiated should 
clear up some consumer confu- 
sion, said Barbara Schneeman, 
director of the FDA's office of 
nutrition, labeling and dietary 
supplements. 
"You would be told the materi- 
al fact: what is it about this prod- 
uct that is different from some 
other product," Schneeman said. 
If a Good were irradiated but left 
unchanged and indistinguish- 
able from an identical but unra- 
diated product, it wouldn't have 
to be labeled, she added. 
A 1984 FDA proposal to allow 
irradiated foods to go label-free 
garnered the agency more than 
5,000 comments. Two years later, 
it reversed course and published 
a final rule that requires the small 
number of FDA-regulated foods 
now treated with radiation to 
bear identifying labels, including 
the radiation symbol. 
"We have long argued that 
the use of the term irradiation 
or radiation has such a negative 
impact on the consumer that it 
basically acts as a warning label," 
said Jeff Banich, vice president 
of the Grocery Manufacturers/ 
Food Products Association, 
an industry group. "Fixing this 
problem will help in food indus- 
try efforts to provide consumers 
with safe and wholesome foods 
with reduced risk of foodbome 
pathogens." 
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
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To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve. 
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•BARTENDING' up to $300 day No 
exp necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
College Pro is now hiring painters lo 
work  outside  with  other  students. 
Earn $3000 5000 Advancement op- 
portunities. 1-888-277-9787 or 
www.coliegepro.com 
Earn $2500. monthly and more 
to type simple ads online. 
www.DataAdEntry.com 
Fun Summer Job! 
Fallen Timbers Fairways Golf 
Course is hiring service oriented, 
enthusiastic Pro-Shop and Bar Staff 
Flexible scheduling around classes 
and other |obs. Training Provided. 
Over 21 preferred. Only 10 minutes 
from Campus1 Apply in person 7711 
Timbers Blvd Waterville OH 43565 
No phone calls please. 
Campus Events 
BGSU KENYA 5K BENEFIT RUN 
Race against AIDS. April 21, 2007 








(for 3-5 people) 
What YOU lookin' at? 
For a good time, go to 
www.bgsu.musictoday.edu 
HELP WANTED! NOW S DURING 
THE SUMMER VACATION 
Employees needed to perform light 
production work Company oilers 
flexible hours between 7:30am and 
7:30pm most days Must work at 
least 15 hours per week can be full 
time/many BGSU students work 
here/easy walk from campus. Pay is 
$6.85 per hour. Pick-up application 
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc 
428 Clough St.. Bowling Green. OH 
43402.. 
MONEY LOW AFTER 
SPRING BREAK???? 
"HIRING IMMEDIATELY- 
WORK OUTSIDE WITH 
TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN 
SB HR. GUARANTEED!! 
NO SELLING!!! 
WORK UNTIL END OF SEMESTER 
NIGHTS 3-9 PM & SATURDAY 
YOU PICK THE DAYS11 
■MUST HAVE 
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
AND NEAT APPEARANCE- 
CALL KRIS @ 419-261-6034 
<T2v CALL FOR RENT SPECIALS! 
(419)352-0717 
GREENBRIAR, INC. www.greenbriarrentals.coin 
-t~fop on over to 
t The BG News has a fall opening for a qualified student to work in part-time selling 
Got Sweet Skills? 
Benefits of the Job 
• Real World Experience 
• Resume Builder 
• Pay based on commission 
• Flexible hours 
• Fun atmosphere 
Perferred Candidates 
• So. or Jr. Business or IPC major 
• Own transportation 
• Detailed oriented 
• Interested in advertising 
or sales career 
Apply in person 
Pick up application 
at 204 West Hall 
Bring resume if available 
14 Wednesday ApriU. 2007 WWW.BGNEWSCOM 
Help Wanted For Rent For Rent 
Looking lor student teacher to chor- 
eograph a guincenita Latin hip hop 
routines Call 419-308-7101. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun 
loving counselors to teach all land, 
adventure  &  water  sports   Great 
summer! Call 888 844 8080. apply: 
campcedarcom 
Servers needed" Experience req. 
Apply in person. 100 N Main St. 
N Baltimore. OH 419-257-0203 
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity. 
Aqua Pro student Iranchises. Resi- 
dential power washing business Net 
St 200 per week. May be used lor in- 
ternship credit 866 275 2782 
The BG News 
Advertising Sales Position 
Fall 07 Spring 08 
Must be personable detail oriented, 
have  own  transportation,  tlexible 
hours. Apply in person & pick up ap- 
plication al 204 West Hall 
Toledo Area 
Advertising Sales Position 
Sell for The BG News 
Must be personable, detail oriented, 
have own transportation, flexible 
hours. Apply in person S pick up ap- 
plication at 204 West Hall 
TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB is hiring 
lor Servers/Bartenders Day or nigh! 
Shifts Tues -Sat $10. per hour. Ap- 
ply m person. Tue Wed Thu. btwn. 
2-4pm. 3949 River Rd.. Toledo. OH 
43614 NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
For Sale 
Buy   Sell   Trade   Rent 
New Or Used 
DVD's   Video Games / 
Game Systems   And More 
Ranch house. 3 bdrm . 1 bath. Great 
location, quiet neighborhood. Lots ol 
updates $142,000 419 308-4162 
Small starter mobile home. 
2 bdrm $3000 OBO 
419-601-1514. 
"07-08 Rental 1 & 2 bdrm apts. 303 
E Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv. UP TO 8 All 
next to campus, $5 Web.Call 419- 
3530325 9am 9prrvlistmg 24/7 @ 
316 E Merry 3 All close to dntn. ♦ 
more updates @CARTYRENTALS 
COM 
07 - 08 School Year 
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available. 
For more inlo call 419-354-9740 
12 month leases starling May 2007 
424 S. College - 3 BR House 
$795 ♦ ufil. 
605 5th St.  -3BRApt 
$675 • ufil. 
818 2nd St -2 BR Apt. 
$500 ♦ gas'elec. 
1028 Klotz • 2 BR Townhouse 
$660 . util 
Smith Apt. Rentals 
419-352-8917 
1457 Scott Hamilton, 4 bdrm Need 
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug. 
08. Call 419-276-8843 
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month t 
utilities. Available immediately & for 
tall Call 419-409-1110. 
2 bdrm., 1 bath apt. W/D hookup.ofl 
street pkg . full basement, close to 
downtown. Avail May 1st. Leah. 419 
353-7469 
2 bedrooms on 7th St. W/D. $650 
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1st. 
419-287-4337. 
3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU 
Off-street parking, W'D. AC  One-2 
bdrm   apt. of! street pkg. Close to 
BGSU All avail. Aug. 15. 2007. 419- 
352-4773 419-601-3225 (cell). 
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled, 
small pets allowed lor 2007-2008. 
sch. yr.Please call 419-308-3525 
3 bdrm house. $800 plus utils. Avail 
8/16. Sm. pet allowed. 404 S. Col- 
lege 419.352.4850 8 419.352.6948 
3 bedroom house. 131 N. Church. 
$750 mo. 
419-308-2456 
3 bdrm. ranch house for rent. 
Close to campus. Dish washer/W/D 
Pet welcome. 419-352-2915. 
525 N. Prospect-3 bdrm.. 2 bath, 2 
car garage. $1000/M Avail, in May 
439 N. Main 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole 
house. $1500/M Avail, in Aug. 
721 Fourth, 3 bdrm 2 bath, townhse 
$800/M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494 
812 Third St. 2 story. 3 bdrm. 1 
bath. $840 a mo. +util. 5 blocks from 
campus. Private, fenced in back- 
yard. Coin W/D. Very clean. Avail. 
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812. 
AVAILABLE AUG   15,2007 
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU 
227 E. Reed. 3 bdrm.. 2 bath.AC 
$1000. 
606 5th St. 3 bdrm, 2 bath. AC.$850 
443 N Enterprise. 3 bdrm. apt. $550 
819 N. Summit, 2 bdrm house $400 
112 Ridge St. 1-2 bdrm apts. $350 
CALL 419-308-2458 
Available August 15, 2007. 3 bdrm 
house, 227 E. Reed, $1000 per mo. 
1 bdrm. apts. $300 8 $350 per mo. 
Year lease req. All close to BGSU. 
Call 419-308-2458 
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Duplex for Summer Lease! 
May 7-Aug. 14. 846 7th St 
3 BR. 2 bath, new clean! 
Contact: megancw@bgsu.edu 
Enclave II waives $75 app fee by 
signing over my 12 mo. May to May 




16? South Main Street 
Bowling Cirecn 
1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $490! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
 FREE HEAT  
1 








Female subleaser needed for sum- 
mer. S22I mo plus utilities. Call 
Jessica 419-615-8063. 
Highland Management 
1 8 2 bedroom apart. 
354-6036 
May - Aug. lease 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
Houses/Apts for 07-08 school year 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting, LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10 -2M - F 
www.bgapartments.com 
Quiet tenants preferred 
MAY, AUG.. OR SUMMER LEASES 
Students 8 Grad Students 
Private Owners / Management 
Open Day / Eves: 419-352-3445 
Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm., 
2 bath, close to dntown. 8 campus. 
May . lease. $1500 mo. plus utiities. 
419-340-2500 
ACROSS 
1 Lord's domicile 
6 Strike with an open hand 
10 PC junk mail 
14 Soap substitute 
15 Devil's domain 
16 Irwin ot golf 
17 Closet type 
18 Verdi heroine 
19 Saharan 
20 Davis with Lollobrigida 
23 Spanish queen 
26 Wow! 
27 Graduation souvenir 
28 Meaningful gesture 
30 Jack of talk shows 
32 Prim and proper 
33 Caron title role 
34 Maglie and Mineo 
38 Idle with LaSalle with Estrada 
41 of the above 
42 Needle case 
43 Expunge 
1  de mer 
2 French friend 
3 Nice no 
4 Designer Cassini 
5 Outlaw 
6 Alan Ladd film 
7 Han Solo's love 
8 Actor Alan 
9 Banana's cousin 
10 Some area rugs 
11 European capital 
12 Dress style 
13 Olympian's quest 
21 Moray 
22 Patriotic org. 
23 German industrial city 
24 Funny-car fuel 
25 Once more 
29 Pleasant 
30 Feeling of wounded 
pride 
31 Jai __ 
33 Lo-cal 
34 Medicinal fluids 
35 Saudis 
36 Strong cotton thread 
37 Sport with clay targets 
39 Scientific investigation 
40 Set off. in a way 
44 Bar rocks 
45 Fr. ho*y woman 
46 Exploratory vessel 
47 Take it easy 
48 Actress MacDowell 
49 Prepares to lay eggs 
50 Welcome 
53 Nick's missis 
54 Affair of honor 
55 Holy cow! 
59 The Greatest 
60 Kettle 
61 USNAgrad 
44 That makes sense 
45 Horse's home 
46 Caper 
50 Pontiac letters 
51 Gel 
52 Zellwegger with Russo 
56 Automotive pioneer 
57 Libertine 
58 Wide open 
62 Worm, perhaps 
63 Canadian tribe 
64 Raptor's claw 
65 Former husbands 
66 Sentry's order 
67 Fixes typos 
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^m NOW RENTING FOR 2007-2008 
Management Inc. 
www .mcccahtz.com 
10-nN Main (419)353-5800 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Apts 8 Houses 07 -08 
419-353-8206 
www.fiterentals.com 
Furnished room,for female, lor rent 
with freedom of house. $225 mo. 
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117. 
Only 2 great houses left. Close to 
campus. Lg. 4 bdrm., new decor, 
all appl. W'D, built In bar, garage, 
logs of pKg., lg. fenced yard. 419- 
353-7374. 
& Supplies 
■ Cigarette Deals 
• Beer 
• Wine 
Snacks • Food • Lottery 
SOUTH 
SIDE 
419.352.8633* 737 S. Main St 
www.southside6.com 
Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area 
1-2 Days per week during school 
Full Time during summer break 
www.homecllylce.com 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN 
1-800-899-8070 
OS^^HF^SD 
Breakfast. Lunch (2K Dinner All Dayl 
BC-Cafe Is a full service f*mHy 
restaurant. Home marie mashed    , 
potatoes, cake, pie. Roll, and      * 
cornbread. Steaks. Chicken. 





Bowling Green. OH 
4I9.3S4.9433 
Fax; 419 354 9729 
3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES 
♦ INTERNET CREDIT 
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE 
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS 
*PLUS* 
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN 
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT 
OR 
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD 
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION 
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either 
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent. 
LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!! 
MEdCA 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800 
email: -infofa meccahg.com 
www.meccabg.com 
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY* 
House lor rent. 4 bdrm.. 2 balh, 10- 
15 min. Irom campus. $700 mo. incl. 
appliances & Irash. 419-341-0978. 
Privale entry 1 bdrm. & studio 
As low as $365 
419-352-0590 
Quiet, 1 bedroom unlurn. apt. on S. 
College Dr. Available August $360. 
Call 419-352-9378 
Subleaser lor May 07 to May 08 
lease. $349 mo., plus util.will play 
$100 per mo.. Own room, w/balhrm. 
. Enclave II. Call Amanda, lor de- 
tails. 740-815-3063. 
Subleaser needed. 149 Manville . 
Call for more information 
419-351-6152. 
Summer lease. Furn.  1 bdrm. apt. 
Private bathrm.. W/D. A/C, swim 
pool & more. $350 ♦ util. 1st mo. 
rent 1/2 price. 330-284-4243. 
Summer subleaser needed. 3 bedrm 
townhouse on S. College. Pets al- 
lowed, nice yard. Nol leased for next 
year yet. Call 740-627-6600. 
The Highlands 
1 bedroom apartments 
$395.00 - $450.00 




TOO MUCH TO DO? 
No. I can't write your paper 
No, I can't take your exam. 
?? LOOKING FOR AN APT. ?? 
YES, I can help YOU! 
YES. I sure can' 
419-308-1287. 
709 5th Street 
APARTMENTS 
\ 
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A 
Shuttle stop across the street 
S525/month Full Year Lease 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1-800-829-8638 
or Steve at 
^        (419)352-1150       j 
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